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1.

Jany 4th. Met the Company at the Fitting
Meeting office, to discuss the reply tom be made to
of Compy. Mr. Ellison’s last communication respecting
the renewal of the Colliery Lease.
Present Mr. Wade, Mr. Rankin, Mr.
G. Ellison.
Jany. 11th. Met the Co. at the Fitting office
Ditto
Present Mr. Rankin, Mr. P.G. Ellison,
Discussed general Business.
Pits
Jany. 13th. All the Pits started Coal Work
Started
Work this morning, after the Holydays.
Viewed the B Pit, which is only working
in Corburgh and Algiers Districts, ‘till the
pumping apparatus in the old Staple is
ready.
Pumps
Have got a very good job made of the
Setting in pump Sump, in the old Staple. The WindB Pit old bore, bucket-Tree, and 5 fathoms of Pumps
Staple are now Set. Decided to secure the Pumps
with Iron U Cramps, without placing
any Lath-deals before the Pumps, to protect them. As by putting the Cram[pets] in,
close under the fawcet end of each Pumps
and chamfering them off, I think the Corves
will pass very well. The distance from the
Centre of the So. Rope, to the Side of the

2.

Jany. 15th. Attended a meeting of the Co.
Meeting at the Fitting Office. Mr. Easton made
of Compy. a verbal communication from Mr. Ellison
as to the grounds on which he would treat
with the Co: for a renewal of the Colly.
Lease.
Jany. 25. Met the Co: at the Fitting office
Ditto
to confer on the above subject – adjourned
to the 27th.
Jany. 27th. Met the Co: at the office.
Present Messrs. Wade, Mr. Rankin, and P.G.
Ellison. Agreed that the Co: should request a conference with Mr. Ellison, relative to the renewal of the Lease.
Feb. 4th. Met Messrs. Rankin, and P.G. Ellison
Ditto
in Newcastle, relative to making proposals
for the renewal of the Colliery Lease.
Proposed Feb. 8th. Met the Co: at the Fitting office
meeting where Mr. Ellison appointed to meet them
with Mr. to discuss the terms for the proposed reEllison newal of the Lease. But he was prevented attending owing to the Roads being
blown up with Snow.
Pumping Feb. 10th. Viewed the B, Pit. The Pumping apApparatus paratus at the old Staple, is completed, and
on B Pit works very well: but the Engine is overloaden
Ditto

Feet In. <semi>
Pumps, is 1 .. 10 – the ^ Diam: of the
Feet In.
Corf is 1 .. 9

old Stap with the Column of Water, as it requires the
Completed Steam to be blowing off at 50 lbs. P. In.
Whether this may be owing to the Spears
and out Stroke of the Engine, not being properly
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Feb. 10 . balanced, or to the friction of the Bucket is
not yet ascertained
Drifts for
The W. Drift for tapping the C Pit Stap.
g
tapp . C Pit Waste, are now far enough up. The N. boring
Waste far Drifts to hole with the Rods, into the E. mgt.
enough up Drifts in the C Pit Staple must therefore be
To be bored turned. Two flank and one front hole must
be bored, in the West Drift and a front
hole in the E. Drift, which must be Kept 12
or 14 yards behind the E. Drift.
Cut for
The Cut for the Rolly-way, over the Trouble
Rolly-way in Wade’s Drift, is now completed. This will form
in Wade’s a line of communication from the old Staple
Drift com- with Algiers, Coburgh, & Dresden. By this
pleted
means the Dresden Engine may be laid off
and the whole of the Coal from the So. Side
of the Dyke, may be drawn at the old Staple
if requisite. Found the ventilation exceedingly
good.
Meeting Feb. 15th. Mr. Ellison met the Co: at the Fitting
with Cuth Office, and discussed the conditions for the inEllison Esqr tended renewal of the Colliery Leases. Mr. Ellison
was attended by Mr. Easton. Messrs. Wade, Mr. Rankin
and P.G. Ellison were present.
Mr. Easton Feb. 22d. Mr. Easton waited on the Co: at the Fitg.
waited on
Office, and communicated verbally the renewed
Compy. conditions, on which Mr. Ellison proposed to
renew the Colliery Lease.
Meetg.with Mar. 3. Met the Co: Newcastle, when anCo.
swers were framed, to Mr. Ellison’s last condits.
[Bud-45-4]
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for the renewal of the Colliery Lease; and I
was directed to communicate them verbally to
Mr. Easton. Present Messrs. Mr. Rankin, Wade
and P.G. Ellison.
Meeting Mar. 8th. Met Mr. Easton in Newcastle and
with Mr.
communicated to him the Company’s answers
Easton
to Mr. Ellison’s propositions of the 15th. Ulto:
Mar. 10th. Viewed the B Pit. The roof has
E. Works put in so bad in Coburgh District, that were
in Coburgh solved to discontinue the Workings any
to be
further to the East. There are 5 East Boards
discontinued which are 3 Pill: about 70 yards down from
the winning Heads. After holing the Walls,
which are now all set in, by the Face, the
workings of the Pillars must immediately
commence. The following is the Section of
the Seam, in the innermost So. E. Board, where
the workings to the East will terminate
F. In.
Coal – – – – – – 1 .. 7
Parting – – – – – – – –
Coal – – – – – – 0 .. 5¾
Heworth Band – 1 .. 2
Coal – – – – – – 1 .. 7
Parting – – – – – – – – F. In.
+ Coarse Coal – – 1 .. 1 6 .. 11¼
Deduct Band – – – 1 .. 4½
5 .. 6¾
+ Goes as Morton Main – 1 .. 1
Not thickness Hebb Coal 4 .. 5¾
An Inch of black Swod below the Coasre
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th

Mar. 10 .

Coal, and then a very hard white Thill
of unknown thickness.
The boring Drifts in the old Staple are going
very well, the 1st. Stenting is holed. No
bleeding of Water yet either from the Roof
or the Coal.
d
Mar. 22 .
Bound the Pitmen. Not the least diffiBinding
culty occurred, and no change in terms or
conditions, whatever was made.
Mar. 24th. The Pits idle to day on account of
the Binding. Have got the new Crank home
for attaching the pumping Apparatus at the
B Pit, old Staple to the Engine. By the different holes in the Crank Plate, the Stroke in
the pump may be mad 3 ft 2g / 6in, and 2 feet
s
Boring Head . The boring Headways, are now beginning to
near holing shew signs of drawing near holing. It appears to me that it will be the best plan to
get the C Pit Staple Waste drawn off as soon
as possible, after it is tapped. The ^<new> Crank must
therefore be put to the Engine. The new Nozzles
must be put to the Bolton & Watt Engine, and
every other matter for the speedy drawing of the
Water must be got in readiness.
As the Engine on the Staple will be wholly
employed in drawing the Water, all the Coal
work must be raised from Algeirs, Coburgh
and Rotterdam District must also be got ready
The North main Engine is in excellent repair
[Bud-45-4]
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Holed
Mar. 28 . Holed with the Rods into the C Pit
with Rods Staple Waste, from the exploring Headways in
into
the B Pit old Staple. The holing was made
C Pit Waste with 7 yards of hole on, in sound Coal, and the
hole was immediately plugged without difficulty
In short the holing was made under as favourable
circumstances as could be wished for.
New Crank Mar. 29th. Put on the new Crank, to the En:
at the old Staple B Pit, for a 2 ft. Stroke.
April 4th. Bored a fresh hole into the C Pit
Bored a Stap: Waste & cut the plug out of the old hole
fresh Hole Two Holes ran for 37 Hours – the Water
spout to the distance of 11 yards when the
Holes were first opened, but only Spouted to the
distance of 7 ydd. after they had run 37 Hours
April 7th. Viewed the B Pit. Gave the requisite
directions for prepairing all matters for drawing
off the C Pit Staple Waste. The Engine Flue
must be lengthened so as to extend beyond where
the Flame from the Furnace can reach to. The
Return Air from the Bore-holes has to pass
along the Smoke Drift, and as a great quantity
of Foulness will undoubtedly be discharged from
the Holes as the water abates, it must be
carefully guarded past the Engine Flue.
Rotterdam
Have begun to make Rotterdam District ready
to replace the old Staple while the C Pit Stap:
Waste is drawing off.
Found the working of Pillars in Algiers
going on very well, but there is very troublesome
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following Stone in many of the places
In Coburgh the Roof is rather better again
C Pit
April 14th. Viewed the C Pit. The whole of the
River
River Barrier in this Pit, is now nearly finished
Barrier
Are working the barrier on the E. Side of the N.
nearly
winning Headways. Upon the whole these
finished workings are in a very good state. All matters
going on well in the other Pits. Have got the
Engine Flue at the old Staple lengthened.
Unplugged April 19th. Unplugged the Bore-holes into the
Bore-holes C Pit Staple for 24 Hours – the Engine drew
for 37 Hours. No change at the holes during
the time they ran.
April 21st. Viewed the B Pit. The change of
Change of the Air in Dresden, Algiers and the old Stap:
Air
has answered a good purpose, as it has given
all the present Workings the first of the Air.
The ^<downcast> Currents divides to the E. of the Shaft
One part of it, the Dresden Current going down
the E. mothergait. The other part Campble’s Stapp:
The Dresden Current is divided at the bottom of
the inclined Plane, one branch of it ventilating
Coburgh & Dresden, The other Algiers. These
two Currents meet again at the bottom of the
Dresden back Staple. The Algiers Current is again
divided at the Cross-cut leading into Wade’s Drift
up which a certain portion passes, and joins
the Current coming Campbles Staple by
[Bud-45-4]
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the old Staple. This Splitting of the Air will
be better understood by the following Diagram.

Splitting
of the Air

[Diagram of Air Splitting]

[Diagram of Air Splitting]

1823
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Ap. 21 .

9.

As the Engine on the old Staple has been
almost constantly at Work for 3 Weeks the
Engine Chimney Drift must necessarily have become very
Chimney to hot. I therefore directed that the Fire should be
be cleaned put out after the Pit is done this afternoon, to
allow an opportunity to sweep the Soot out of
the drift, before Calling-course, tomorrow. A Pipe
must also be carried from the feed Pipes of
the Boiler, into the Flue Drift – 6 or 8 yards
beyond the end of the ^<Brick> Flue, where it must be
made to play a Jet d’eau upon the Roof, at
pleasure, to wash off the Soot, and to cool
the Drift.

1823
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11 yards. They now throw the Water only 1½
yards, which shews that it is running off
rapidly. All matters going on well in
the C Pit.
Waste
May 12th. Viewed the B Pit. have only drawn
Water
the C Pit Staple Waste Water for 36 Hours this
week, on account of having the Engine Flue to
clean.
Rotterdam
The preparation of the Rotterdam District
for working the Pillars is in great forwardness,
if thing is very favourable in this part, the old
Board-room being close metal Ridged; and
[Bud-45-4] the Roof a fine Strong Post.

Mr. Easton April 27th. Mr. Easton called at the Fitting
Office, to inform the Co: that Mr. Ellison
had directed him to inform them, that he
could not accede to their last proposition
for the renewal of the Colliery Lease. No
discussion took place on this occasion
May 5th. Viewed the A Pit. The N.W.
District is now working entirely in the Pillars
and receding from the River Barrier, which
is finished in that part. On the whole the
workings are in a tolerable good State, altho’
the Roof is very bad in several places.
Bore-holes
The Bore-holes into the C Pit Staple waste
B Pit old Staple, have been Kept constantly
running at Nights during the last Fortnight
the Engine drawing the Water. When the
holes were first opened, the water spouted
[Bud-45-4]
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the continue to discharge as much Water as
the Engine can draw.
June 9th. Viewed the A Pit, a heavy pressure
Pressure took place a few days ago all this Pits
in A Pit workings, which broke the whole of the Timber
in the Tram way and working places, and
even at the Cranes. Two days Works were
lost by it.
There is even still a considerable degree of
uneasiness on the Walls. This makes the works.
very troublesome, and destroys a great quantity
of Timber. The Coal is also very much crushed
and works Small. In other respects there is
nothing to complain of.
Have had a good Spell, drawing the C Pit
Waste Staple Water at the last two Weeks’ ends, acWater cording to all appearance, it is reducing rapidly
Nothing out of the ordinary Line in either

Mr. Rankin May 19th. Spent the greater part of this day with
Mr. Rankin in serutaining, and revising the
answer of the Co: to Mr. Ellison’s Terms for
the renewal of the Colliery Lease, as framed
on the 3d. Mar: last.
C Pit
May 26th. Viewed the C Pit. The Workings
o
N. & S . are now all confined to the North Barrier
Barrier from the Shaft. It’s duration is very uncertain
as it depends altogether on the State of crush
in which the Coal may be found.
Waste
Have drawn a considerable quantity of
Water
Water from the C Pit Staple Waste, at the
two last Week’s End. From the manner
in which the holes discharge, there is reason
to suppose, that there is some Stoppage in
the Waste which prevents the Water having
free access to them. But at the same time

1823
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reasonable expence. A Drift of this description may be mad on the East Side of thee
Rolly-way Cross-cut. The expence of driving
it must be estimated.
En: Smoke
It is particularly desirable to have the
and return Engine Smoke and the Return Air, discharged
Air to be
by different Drifts, especially against [we]
Separated have the C Pit Staple Waste to clean
Wooden Props
Decided to take out all the wood-props out
to be taken of the Smoke Drift, and to replace them
out of Smoke with Cast Iron, also to case the most exDrift
posed parts of the Coal with a Brick-wall.
June 19th. Met Mr. Bigge at the office
Mr. Bigge
in Newcastle, with the Co: to explain the
state of the negotiation for the renewal
of the Colliery Lease, with Mr. Ellison
Mr. John Clayton, also attended as the Exo.
of the late Mr. H. Forster.

the B, or C Pits workings.
June 16th. Examined the Engine Chimney from
Engine the old Staple to the B Pit Shaft, found it
Chimney in good order, altho’ the Coal and Timber in
very Part of it is exceedingly dry. There is
however no appearance of their being charred
in any part.
As this drift answers the purpose both
of an Air-course for the return Air, and a
Chimney, it is evident that it would be advisable
to get another drift for discharging the Engine
Smoke, provided one can be obtained at a

Waste
Water

Working
Pillars

Augt. 11th. Viewed the B Pit. For the last
six Weeks little alteration, in the discharge
of Water from the Bore-holes, into the C, Pit
has been observable. It appears to be abating
a little this morning.
Have commenced the working of the Pills.
in the So. W. district of the old Stap: so
far every thing is going on well.
The Workings of this Pit, are now in 3
Districts viz. The W. Way in the old Staple,
Algiers, and Coburgh.
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A part of the bottom Coal in Algiers and
Coburgh has become so coarse, that it has been
found necessary to leave it underfoot.
The following is a Section of the Seam in
the fore of the innermost So. W. Board, in
Algiers – 3 Pillars up from the So. Winning
Headways.
F. In.
Coal – – – – – – 1 .. 5½
Section of
Parting – – – – – – – –
Seam
Band – – – – – 1 .. 6
Coal – – – – – – 0 .. 6
Black Band – – 0 .. 3
Coal – – – – – – 1 .. 7 5 .. 9½
Band – – – – – 0 .. 1
Coarse Coal – 0 .. 7
Soft under
Parting – – – – – – – – Foot
Brassy Coal – 0 .. 3
Slaty Swad – – 0 .. 2
Hard grey Thill
Meeting of Augt. 16th. Met the Co: at the Fitting Office
Compy. to discuss the subject of the proposed renew-
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in a very good order. The metal Roof is
very strong here, which makes the Coals work
tolerably round
Waste
The Waste Water in the C Pit Staple
Water seems now to be diminishing considerably.
As soon as it is all run off, the best
mode of discharging the inflammable Air
to get the Waste cleaned must be devised
Sep: 2d. Attended the Compy. at a
Meeting Meeting with Cuth. Ellison Esqr. at
with Cuth. Dodsworths’ Inn. The object of the meetg.
Ellison was to discuss the Terms proposed by Mr.
Esqr.
Ellison, through Mr. Easton, on the 22d. Feb.
last for the renewal of the Colliery Lease.
The most objectionable part of Mr. Ellison’s
proposition was that of the £840 a year
Bonus for the 3 Years of the new Lease
from July 1827 to July 1830. After some
discussion Mr. Ellison said he woud. withdraw this part of his proposition, and wd.
consult with Mr. Easton, as to the additional tentale which he woud. demand in

al of the Colliery Lease – Present Mr.
Wade, Mr. Rankin, Mr. P.G. Ellison.
A meeting with Mr. Ellison is proposed
on 2d. Sep:
Augt. 18th. Viewed the A Pit. The
Workings are now all the Pillars to the
N.W. of the Shaft. Found every thing
in

line of the Bonus of £840 a Year.
He added, that if this ponit was settled, he did not think there would be
any difficulty in adjusting all the rest
He said he was going from home
for a Fortnight, and did not think he
would be able to communicate his ideas
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Drift on
Fire

15
on this subject for a Fortnight.
Mr. Ellison shewed much good feeling
and the discussion was carried on in the
most amiable way.
Present at the Meeting
Mr. Rankin
Mr. Wade
Mr. P.G. Ellison
Do. – – Junr.
r
M . Bigge for the Mrs. Peariths’
Mr. J. Clayton, as Exr. to the late
Mr. Forster
Sep: 4th. The Engine Flue at the old Staple
B Pit was discovered to be on Fire near
the Engine. Every exertion was immediately
made to extinguish the Fire, which was
accomplished during the night; but it
was necessary to pull down the Brick
arching of the Drift for 10 or 12 Yards
Fortunately the Fire had not extended
beyond the down-cast Hitch. It appears to have been occasioned by the heating of the Thill which was red hot to a
great depth, where the Flue enters the
Drift.
Sep: 5th. The Dresden Engine was set
to work until the Flue &c. at the old
Stap. Engine can be repaired.
Sep: 8th. Viewed the B, Pit, examined

1823
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the Smoke-drift &c. at the old Staple, to
endeavour to devise some plan of rendering
it more safe from Fire in future.
Plan for
After considering and discussing various
preventing ways, we ultimately decided on a metal
Fire in
Coal Drift, to discharge the Smoke by as
Smoke Drift being the best plan.
This will require two Staples to be
sunk to the Metal Coal viz one at the
end of the Boiler Flue – the other near
the Shaft. The Smoke will descend the
former & after passing along the Metal
Coal Drift will ascend at the latter; and
pass through the dumb Furnace Drift into
the upcast Shaft.
By this means the Smoke from the
Engine, and the return Air from the Stap:
workings may be separated or mixed at
pleasure. And in case of the MetalCoal Drift catching Fire, it may easily
be extinguished, by filling the Drift with
water from the Engine Standage.
The depth of the Staples will be abot.
9 Fath. each – they will probably cost
about 3 Gus. P. Fath. The Coals from
the Metal Coal Drift may be expected
to pay the expence of driving it.

the

The Drift may be driven from the
present Staples. On consulting with
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r

M . Wade, it was agreed to commence the
Metal Coal Drift without delay, but
to defer the Sinking of the Staples, ‘till
Christmas, or ‘till the Trade slackens.
In the mean time the Engine not to
work more than 12 or 14 hours a day.
It is to be remarked, that before the
Fire happened last Thursday, that the
Engine had been going Night & day for
seventeen Weeks, except when she was stopped to clean the Boiler &c.
Repair of Sep: 15th. Down the B Pit, The repair
Engine of the Engine Chimney Drift, old Stap:
Chimney is nearly completed. Decided to throw
a Small Jet of water from the FeedPipe into the Chimney drift, amongst
the Smoke, at the end of the Flue.
This will moisten the Thill, and dampen
the Smoke at the same time.
Flushing Way stopped this morning
by a large Fall in the Rolly-way. All
other matters going on very well.
New Nozles Begun to put the new Steam Nozles
B & W. into the Boulton & Watts Engine B, Pit
Engine on the 10th. Inst.
Octr. 11th. Met the Compy. at the fitting
Meeting of Office to discuss the terms to be offered
Co.
to Mr. Ellison, in reply to his last
communicatn.

1823
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relative to the renewal of the Colliery Lease
Present Mr. Wade Rankin
Mr. Nath Ellison
Mr. P. G. Ellison
Adjourned to Monday at the Colliery
Octr. 13th. Met the Gentlemen at the Colly
and resumed the discussion of the above
subject, Present.
Mr. Wade
Mr. Rankin
Mr. Nath. Ellison
Adjourned to Wed: next at the Filling
Office
Octr. 15th. Met at the fitting office and
agreed upon the answer to be given to
Mr. Ellison, which was communicated
to him in writing Present
Mr. Wade
Mr. Rankin
Mr. Nath. Ellison
Mr. P. G. Ellison
Octr. 20th. Viewed the C Pit, the Coal in
the respective Creep Workings is very much
crushed. The Splitting of the Barrier E. of
the N. Winning Heads. is nearly stopped
by the Water N. of the Hitch
Sinking to
Discussed the mode of Sinking to the
Bensham Bensham Seam with Mr. Dunn, and
Seam
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Seymour in the event of the measure
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for the support of the C Pit Shaft

having to be carrier into effect
C. Ellison Esqr. Octr. 25th. The Owners had a meeting with
Mr. Ellison at the Queens-head Inn, when
he declared the negotiation for the Renewal
of the Lease to be at an end.
Mr. N. Ellison Octr. 26th. Had a long discussion with Mr.
N. Ellison on the above subject.
Octr. 27th. Viewed the A Pit. found the
A Pit in a very good State, although the
the Coal in the Pillars is very much crushed
Have the Cuttings in progress for workg.
the Pillars in the 1st. N.E. District from
the Shaft.
Octr.[Nov] 10th. Viewed the C Pit, the working
Quantity of of the N & S Barrier on the E. Side
Coal to be of the N. Winning Heads. is nearly
obtained from finished. Estimated the quantity of
the C, Pit
Coal now remaining to be wrot. in this
Pit, after leaving a Sufficient quantity
to support the Shaft. Computed it to
be about 2000 Scores, which at the present
rate of working viz 300 xx. a Fortnight
will last say 14 Weeks. But as the
Work may probably be abated during the
above priced the Coal may probably spin
out to 20 Weeks.
Mr. Th. Easton at the Colliery Consulted
him as to the quantity of Coal to be left

Waste
Water

Nov: 7th. Viewed the B Pit, The Workings in
this Pit are very much detached and straggled
and are so circumstanced at present, that they
cannot be more concentrated.
The discharge of Water at the Bore-holes
from the C Pit Staple Waste is so greatly diminished
in point of Strength, but from the manner in
which it discharges it is evident that there is
not a free communication between the ^<bodg. of the> Waste
and the holes. It may therefore perhaps be
most expediant to drive another pair of drifts
W. up from the Bore-holes, which will be
parallel to the E. Drifts in the C Pit Waste
and endeavour to tap the Water further W.
We will however see a little further before this point is decided upon
As the Work will now Slaken a little
most likely and give some Men to Spare
the Smoke Drift in the Metal Coal Pa. 16
or some other plan to answer the same
purpose must be commenced with as little
delay as may be.
Examined the Colliery Plan and fixed
upon two new Districts of Working to be
won out to the So. E. in the old Stap.
Whole Coal, to replace the Districts which
are working off. These Districts will be
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named by and by
Nov: 29th. The Waste Water from the C Pit Stap:
now seems to be run off, and nothing but
the Feeder is discharging
Had a long discussion with Mr. Rankin
relative to the renewal of the Colliery Lease, in
consequence of a conversation which I had had

1824

24.

Jany. 19th. The Pits started work again
after the Holidays: during which the
Machine Boilers have all been repaired
and other needful jobs done.
View of B
Viewed the B Pit, the ridding out
Pit.
of the return for the Foul Air-course
from the top of the old Stapple, is in

incidentally with Mr. Forster this morning
Dec: 2d. Mr. Rankin died suddenly this mg.
in the Fitting Office.
Dec: 21st. Turned the S.E. winning Heads.
out of Wade’s Drifts next Jarrow Grange
Boundary, to work out the remaining whole
Coal in that quarter.
Dec: 29th. the Feeder of Water from the C Pit
Staple seems now to have settled itself stedily to about 5 Galls. P. min.
Dec: 31st. The Pits laid idle for the Holydays
[Page 22 & 23 are Blank]

great forwardness.
The Bore-hole into the C Pit Staple
Waste is plugged up, at present, on accot.
of cutting up the Thill for the Rolly-way
in the W. Drifts.
Jany. 31st. Mr. Dunn having undertaken the superintendence of Walker
r
M . Dunn Colliery, the Compy. Deliberating on the
propriety of his continuing at Hebb:
Feb. 7th. The Co. agreed to allow M.
Dunn to continue his situation at
Hebburn, together with superintendence
of Walker
Feb. 9th. Viewed the A Pit, found
the Pillar workings, to the N.W. in
a very good State.
The N. E. Jenkins in the 22d. Wall
from the Shaft are 10 Pills. down, and
are expected daily to get the E. rise
Trouble.
Are driving a pair of
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N. Headways Jenkins out of these E.
Jenkins, over to the River Barrier.
The Walls in this quarter are very firm
and good.
A pair of N. Jenkins are far
advanced out of the E. mothergait, on
the E. side of the Trouble to meet the
above E. Jenkins.
From the firm state of the Pillars
on both sides of this Trouble my original
opinion that the Creep, which over-ran
the Colliery in 1810 was in the roof Stone
and not in the Coal, is very much strengthened

1824

26.
Feb 23d. Viewed the B Pit. The
Workings in this Pit are now entirely
confined to the So. Side of the Dyke
and the Coals are drawn at the old
Staple. The Workings are much detachd.
being in Coburgh, Algiers, the Barrier
between Hebburn and Jarrow Grange, and
the So. W. Way.
Coburgh and Algiers Districts
are both drawing to a finish, the
former particular.
The Districts must be replaced
by remaining Pillars, at the W. end
of Dresdon, which ought to be wrot.

Feb. 16th. Viewed the C Pit, which is
now becoming very precarious, as a
general pressure has taken place over
all the remaining Pillars, and it is
with difficulty that the Rolly-way can
be Kept open. No Coal must however
be left that can possibly be got to
advantage
On Sa. Last the 14th. Inst. Mr. Robt.
Rankin attended the meeting of the Co.
at the Office and undertook the representation of Mrs. Rankins interest in
the Colliery

off, as the Water from the Goaves to
the E. is rising upon them.
It does not seem that the Dresdon Engine will now be any more
wanted.
The Barrier Headways, in the
Hebburn barrier, between Hebb. and
Jarrow Grange is about 70 yards in
this morning.
Feb. 28th. Attended a meeting of the
Co. at the Fitting Office.
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Mar. 2d. Set out for London
April 6th. Left London on my return
home. During my stay in London I
had frequent conversations with Mr. N.
Ellison on the affairs of the Colliery. I
also saw Mr. Wade in London.
April 19th. Met Mr. Wade at the Colly.
found all matters going on very well
April 26th. Viewed the A, & B Pits, in
the ordinary Workings nothing unusual in
the Way.
C Pit nearly
The C Pit will be finished in a
finished
Fortnight, are therefore preparing the RollyWay from the A, to the B Pit, East Coal
Rolly way to replace the C Pit, by setting on the A
from A to B double Shift whenever the Trade may rePit .
quire it. It will be requested to ridWater Course out the Water-course through the B Pit E.
thro’ B Pit E. Creep, to drain this Rolly-way, as the Water
Creep to be does not got freely away from it at present
ridded out
Only one working Place going in Coburgh
now and Algiers will soon be finished

1824

C Pit
Finished

28.
the back Boring Drift. A Dam Door
must be previously hung in this Drift
at 3 or 4 feet from the innermost Stenting, on its’ inby Side: by which the
discharge of the Foulness, after the holing
is made may be checked, or stopped at
pleasure. The holing must be made
at a convenient opportunity when the
En. Fire at the old Staple can be put
out.
There was no discharge of Foulness
from the Bore-hole this morning, the
Barometer Standing 29.4
Met Mr. Wade at the Colliery
May 4th. Tuesday The C Pit finished in
the Main Coal Seam this day.
May 8th. Satdy Met the Co. at the
Office in Newcastle, present Mr. Ellison
Mr. R. Rankin & Mr. Matthewson
Complaints from London of the Coals
being Small.
May 10th. Monday Viewed the A Pit

The Water being drawn off out of the
C. Pit Staple Workings, decided to hole into
the E. drifts from these Workings, as soon as
the requisite preparations for doing so can
be completed.
The holing must be made out off
the

Lined the N. Workings over the River
Barrier with Mr. Dunn. The cutting out
of the Pillars in this quarter looks favourable
The ridding out of the W. Mothergait
from the Shaft will commence to night
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or the purpose of working the Pillars between
her and the N.W. Mothergait.
May 17th. Monday Viewed the B Pit, the
Algiers District is nearly finished, the
pressure upon the remaining Pillars has
become great that it is exceedingly uncertain whether we may be able to continue
working for many days longer. About a
Fortnight would finish the remaining Stocks
of Coal.
Have not yet holed the back Drift into
the C Pit Staple Waste as projected Pa. 27, 28
but are in progress with that operation.
Change of Arranged a change of the Ventilation
Ventilation in the old Stap: Workings to prevent the return
Air from the Goaves from coming thro’ the
working places.
By desire of Mrs. Rankin, took the
Value of the Colliery Stock &c. from the Books
as nearly as it could be ascertained on the
2d. Dec: last, the day on which Mr. Rankin
died. Also made an approximate Estimate
of the Value of Mr. Rankins’ Share of the Colly.
to enable Mrs. R. to administer to Mr. R’s
will
Turn over
Met Mr. Wade at the Colliery
[Bud-45-4]
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May 24 . Monday Viewed the A Pit, are
getting very well forward with the ridding out
of the W. Mothergait; and the N.E. Cuttings
towards the River Barrier are going favourably
The Pillars in that direction look very well, altho’
a metal Cover has put in the last 3 or
4 Winnings.
Have not yet holed the E. Drift into
the C Pit Staple Workings, altho’ it has gone
more than it’s proper distance for this purpose
This must be owing to the So. E. Drift in the C,
Pit having been thrown off a little
Met Mr. Wade at the Colliery.
May 27th. Thursday , Holed the E. Drift with
the Rods at 5½ yards, into the C Pit E.
Drifts. It was the W. Corner hole which
holed, a front hole was bored 10 yards
without holing from which it would appear that the holing is Made just at the
face of the E. Drifts. The Foulness came
off very Strong at the Bole-hole.
A Slack Plug was immediately put
into the hole.

1824
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Hebburn Colliery 31 . Dec . 1824
Live Stock
45 Pit Horses at £14/- – – – – – – – – £ 630.. 0..0
50 Waggon, Cart, Sledge &C. @ 20 – 1000.. 0..0
1600.. 0..0
165 Bolls of Oats a 6s/9d. £559.. 4..9
Do.
Wheat – – – 545.. 0..0
350 Tons of Hay @ 75s/- 1312..10..0
Waggons & Waggon-way
loose materials – – – – 770.. 0..0
Sundries in Store house
Ropes, Iron &c. – – – – 800.. 0..0
Sundries in A Pit – – – – – 332.. 0..0
Ditto above ground – – – 200.. 0..0
Ditto in B Pit – – – – – – 534.. 0..0
Ditto at Bank – – – – – – 60.. 0..0
Ditto in C Pit – – – – – – 100.. 0..0
Ditto at Bank – – – – – – 80.. 0..0
Wastemens Gear – – – – 20.. 0..0
At & about Wrigh’s Shop – 600.. 0..0
Ditto Smith’s Shop – – – 700.. 0..0
Farming &c Utensils – – 400.. 0..0
At and about Rolly Shop – 30.. 0..0
7042..14..9
8672..14..9
Say – – – – – £8000
Resting Coals 1500
£9500

32.
Dead Stock
Waggons & Waggonway – – £ 2029..0..0
A Pit above and below ground 700..0..0
B Do. – – – – Do. – – – – – – – 2071..0..0
C Do. – – – – Do. – – – – – – – 300..0..0
Engines & Machines above
and below ground – – –
10500..0..0
15600..0..0
Live Stock & Resting Coals – 9500..0..0
Total – – – – – – – £ 25100..0..0
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Valuation of the Lessee’s Interest in
Hebburn Colliery, taken on the demise of
the late Robt. Rankin Esqr. 2d. Dec. 1823

The Lease of the Colliery expires in July

1824
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May 27th. Algiers District finished in
the Pillars.
May 31st. Monday , Viewed the B Pit
took the plug out of the Bore-hole into
the C Pit E. Drifts – A considerable quantity

1827. the Term in esse, can only therefore
be stated at 3 Years, and 7 months.
The annual Profit during that Period
cannot be stated at more than £8000.
Considering this Profit, as an
Annuity for 3 years and 7 mos.
and allowing at the rate of
14 Pr. Cent. Pr. Annum –
Interest it is worth 2.66 years
Purchase, or – – – – – – – –

– – – – – 21336..0..0

Value of Live Stock – – – – – 8000..0..0
Ditto resting Coals – – – – – 1500..0..0
Ditto Dead Stock (money
Price) £9360 which to be
sold at the end of the Term 7924..0..0
is only worth in present
money, allowing at the
rate of 5 Pr. Cent Pr. Annm.

17424..0..0
38760..0..0

of Foulness discharged, but by no means
more, nor even so much as might have
been expected.
The measures for making the proposed
change in the Air for cleaning the C Pit
Stap: Workings are in progress.
Have got a down-cast Hitch of
4½ feet in the Barrier Winning Heads.
at about 60 Yards from the line of the
So. Dyke.
The Workings in good order, but the
return Air thicker than usual this morng.
owing perhaps to the fall of the Baromtr.
and a So. E. Wind.
Opening June 4th. Friday An opening was made with
into the the Picks this evening into the C Pit Staple
C Pit Waste workings; – it was about 10 In. by 8. The
Foulness came off very strong
June 6th. The Door was shut this afternoon
to prevent the further discharge of Foulness
from the C Pit Staple. At the time of
closing the door, the discharge was quite as

1

/16th. of which is £2422..10..0
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Strong as at first, but the Air did not seem
to be so Foul quite.
While the hole continued open the return
at the top of the upcast Staple was inflammable.
June 7th. Monday Examined the Door &c. at
the holing into the C Pit Staple. Found a very
heavy pressure of Foulness against the door
and the leakage from it adulterated the Aircourse, to the firing point for several yds.
to leeward. Ordered a plug-hole and
regulating plug to be made in the door

1824
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little doubt about proceeding in this way
the waste will in a short time be drawn
off
June 14th. Viewed the A Pit, found the
workings in a very good State.
By a mistake in the Lining the N. Jenk
Heads. have got a few yards into the
river Barrier next Walls-end Works.
No injury can however arise from this
circumstance, and the places must be
stowed up again. W m. Dunn has apprized Mr. Ellison Easton of this circum-

stance for Mr. Ellison’s information.
June 21st. On Friday evening the door at
the holing into the C Pit Stap: was opened
on the Eveng. of the 18th. And continued
open ‘till last night – 40 Hours. The
Foulness came off with great force at first
but abated greatly before the door was
shut. But there is a regular current
of Air, of some sort of Air.
June 28th. Viewed the B Pit – the above
door was set open again on the Eveng. of
the 26th. Inst. and discharged a great quantity
of Foulness. It was nearly closed again last
night, but not finding the discharge of Foulness very Strong this morning, we set the

to allow of a regular discharge of Foulness, to
such an extent as may be prudent.
The door must be opened again next
Satdy. and as large a quantity of Foulness
let off, as time will admit, so as to allow
the Pit to get to work again on monday
Have got over to the River Barrier in
the A Pit N.E. jenkin headways
Mr. Robr. Rankin down the Pit with me
June 14th. The door at the holing into the
C Pit Stap: was open at 1 o ‘ clock yesterdy.
morning and continued open ‘till 12 o ‘ clock
last night. A large quantity of Foulness
come off for some time; but it abated greatly
before the Door was shut again, and there is
[Bud-45-4]
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door fully open, so as to give the Foulness
a free discharge. There seems to be e Strong
current of Air mixed with this Foulness, which
must come from the C Pit.
Have got an upcast Trouble in the So.
E. Barrier Heads. if it should prove to
be a large one; it will not be worth
while setting over it, on account of the
nearness of the main Trouble.
Met Mr. Wade at the Colliery
r
M . Thorp down the Pit with us this
morning.
July 5th. The discharge of Foulness from the
C Pit Stap: continues nearly about the same
but it has ascertained that there is an Air
communication from the C Pit.
Have got an ^<upcast> trouble in the Barrier Headws.
B Pit, which takes out all the Coal. There is
no doubt of this being the Algiers Dyke, and as
it is only about 50 yards from the main Dyke,

1824

36.[37a]
The A Pit makes nearly ½ Small the B.
about 1/3d
July 10th. Met the Co. at the office
in Newcastle – discussed the general
state of the Colliery – Present
Mr. Wade
Mr. P.G. Ellison
Mr. R. Rankin
July 12th. Viewed the B, Pit, found
the discharge of Foulness from the C Pit
Staple Workings much abated this morning
The Barometer Standing at 29.6
All matters going on very well in
the ordinary Workings.
A door July 15th. Nelson, a Shifter left open
left open the Stenting Door in the B Pit Staple W.
Way which took the Air off all that quarter
of the Pit next the holing into the C Pit
waste. This was between 12 & 1 o ‘ clock in
the day, and Jas. Scott the back overman
never missed the Air altho’ the Pit was

it is not worth while setting it up, especially as
the Coal between it and the main Dyke was
not good, in working W. up in Algiers.
Viewed the A Pit, and found all matters
going on very well, the roof is very good where
the Pillars are now being worked, to the North.
which is a favourable circumstance.
The daily Workings at present are as follows
A Pit, night and Day – – – – 53 xx.
B – Day time only – – – – 40
93
B – to be set on at nights – 12
Full Power of workg. 105 xx. P. day

not done ‘till 5 o ‘ clock.
working’s
On going inby at Calling-course next
Foul
next morning, that quarter of the Pit
was discovered to be completely Foul.
Fortunately no accident occurred from
this act of negligence
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Discharge of
Foulness from
C Pit Stap.
waste
Safety of Pit
depends on
Care being
taken of the
Davy’s

37.[37b]
July 17th. Met the Co. at the Fitting
Office – discussed the affairs of the
Colly.
July 19th. At the Colliery, all matters
going on very well.
Augt. 23d. Viewed the D. Pit, however now
5 N. Boards working in the whole Coal
next the C Pit Staple Waste, 3 of which
are turned out of the C Pit Staple E.
Drifts; these Drifts having been converted
substituted for winning Headwayses.
The Foulness from the C Pit Staple Waste
has free liberty to discharge itself into
the working Air-course. A great deal
of Foulness still discharges from this
Waste, and occasionally loads the Air-Course which is but feeble, to the Firing
Point in the Davys, to the leeward of
the Drifts. The Safety of the whole Pit
at present therefore depends upon attention
to the Davys. The Air must be changed
as soon as possible so as to turn the dis-
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this quarter; and a careful steady person
must be appointed to attend to the Davys
Appointed by Augt. 28th. Appointed by the Mrs. Peariths
Mrs. Peariths to Superintend their interest, in the Colliery
to act for Mat Messrs. Wade, P. Ellison & R. Rankin
them.
at the Fitting Office.
Augt. 30th. Viewed the A Pit where every
thing is going on very well; but the works.
are unavoidably much scattered. There
s
Daily Work . are 5 Cranes working at present viz.
4 to the N. & W. and 1 to the N.E.
Daily Workings at present viz.
A Pit – – – – 56 xx.
B ditto – – – 44
100
No.
Underground Horses employed viz.
Horses
A Pit – – – – 16
B ditto – – – 25 41
Galloways in B Pit – 3
44
The Crossing in the B Pit N.W. way next
the C Pit Waste, is shot down ready for

charge of Foulness away from the Eastmt.
working places, which will lessen the risk
in some degree. One crossing only will
be reqd. for this purpose.
All possible means must be used to
get a more vigourous Air-course into this

putting up the side Walls, and Lofting.
This crossing is for the purpose of turning
the Air as stated on the last Page.
As there is a constant discharge of Foulness
from the C Pit Waste, without any means of
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controlling it, serious consequences might
arise from it, in the event of the Engine
Flue being set on Fire, as the return from
the C Pit Staple Waste goes directly into
the Engine Flue.
To prevent an accident of this sort
I directed a tight stopping to be put into
one of the C Pit Drifts, and a Dam Door
to be put into the other, so that in case
of need the Foulness may be stopped back
The Door to the remaining open of course ‘till an
occasion for shutting it occurs.
Sept. 11th. Met the Co. at the Office
Mr. Wade, Mr. P.G. Ellison and
r
M . R. Rankin present.
Sept. 13th. Viewed the B Pit. The Air
ventilation next the C Pit Staple has been turned
improved as suggested Pa. 37th. Great pains
have also been taken to lighten the Stapps.
and Doors & the effect has been, to improve the Air-course materially. I consider the Pit to be in a much safer
state than on the 23d. Ulto:
The Dam Door & Stopping have been
placed in the C Pit Staple Drifts as
directed on the 30th. Ulto:
[Bud-45-4]
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Sa: 18th. Sep: Attended a meeting of the
Co. at the Fitting Office
Winlaw Hewer Killed in
the B Pit Staple Workings by the top
Coal falling upon him
Sa. Octr. 2d. Met the Co; at the office
Octr. 9th . Ditto.
Octr. 16th . Ditto. present
Mr. Wade
– N. Ellison
– P.G. Ellison
– R. Rankin
The propriety of applying to Mr. Ellison
to know if he would renew the treaty
for renewing the Colly. Lease was suggested by Mr. N. Ellison
After some discussion it was agreed
that a meeting should be holden this
day week for a full consideration of
the Subject, at which meeting Mr.
Jno. Clayton shd. be requested to attened. Waited upon Jno. Clayton
with Mr. Rankin, Mr. C. said he
would attend ^<a> meeting; and thought that
in the mean time he might be able to
collect some useful information
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Octr. 18th. Viewed the B Pit. The
Water in Dresden has now filled up the
Standage and is beginning to push the Air
way out of Coburgh. The Feeder is small
and a hand pump will be sufficient to left
it into the Dresden Staple Sump.
The Working next the C Pit Staple are
going on very well – there are now 10 Bds.
in the whole Coal here. The winnings are 16
yds. but they are rather too small considering
all circumstances; – when the present course
of walls is holed, the winnings may be intended to 18 yds.
A Barrier of 50 Yards must be left
against the C Pit Stap: Workings.
The So. W. pannel of Juds will be finished
in about 3 Weeks – it must be replaced by
the next pannel on it’s E. Side.
Found less inflammable Air, but more
Styth discharging from the C Pit Staple
waste
Mr. He[nen]ge of Lincolnshire down the
pit with me.
Met Mr. Wade at the Colliery
Satdy. 23d. Octr. 1824 The Co: met at the
Fitting office Present
Mr. Wade
Mr. N. Ellison
Mr. P. Ellison Mr. J. Clayton
Mr. R. Rankin Mr. Buddle
It was agreed that a Litter shd. be written

42.

to C. Ellison Esqr. to ask him if he was inclined to renew the Negotiation for renewal
of the Colliery Lease.
Nov: 1st. Viewed the A Pit, where
the working of the Pillars is going on
very well. The River Barrier is finishing off rapidly.
Octr. 30th. Attended a meeting of the
Co. at the Fitting office. Present
Mr. Wade
Mr. N. Ellison
– P.G. Ellison – R. Rankin
Received a Letter from Mr. Ellison declining at present to treat for the renewal of the Colly. Lease.
Sa. 6th. Nov. Recd. a Dividend of £800
for the Mr. [ ]. Barith[ ]
Nov. 6th. Viewed the B Pit, and
found every thing in very good order
Preparations are making to split the Air
so as to give the So. W. Workings &
those next the C Pit (in the Staple) each
a separate Current.
Nov. 22d. Viewed the A Pit, the
N. Barrier will be finished in about
3 Weeks. there are now only two places
going in it, one of which will be finished
this day. The Air Course good and
the workings in a very fair State.
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Dec. 30th. The Pits laid off for the Holydays
[Pages 44 & 45 are Blank]

46.

Jany. 17th. The Pits started work again
this morng. after the holidays.
Viewed the B Pit. during the
Holidays the change of the Ventilation

(Projected 17th. May 1824 Pa 29.) in
the B Pit old Staple, has been carried
into effect. It has greatly improved
the general Ventilation of the Pit, and
has also placed the Workings next the
C Pit Staple Waste, as well as the S.
W. District, now working the Pillars in
a much safer state. In consequence
of this change the workings next the
C Pit Staple Waste, are carried on
with Candles instead of Davys
The Rolly-way has also been lengthened
Yards in this way.
Both the underground Engine Flues
in this pit have been completely cleaned
during the Holidays.
This Pit is now in very good order
in every Part.
In the A Pit there has been
a general Creeping, all over the N.W.
workings, where the Walls have been taken
out as well as over them which are
being worked. The whole of the timber
in the working places has been renewed
[Bud-45-4]
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in consequence. As this Pit does not
seem likely to supply the present Stand.
of Work for more than about 12 mo:
the propriety of putting her in communication with the B Pit Jarrow
Grange Workings is for consideration,
more particularly as the latter have
fallen considerably short of the Certain
Rent during the last year
This point to be submitted to the Co.
at their next general meeting
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Feb. 21st. Viewed the A Pit, and found
every thing going on as well as I could
expect, all circumstances considered.
Mar. 14th. Viewed the B, Pit, all things
going on well
Mar. 16th. Holed the N.W. Drifts in
the old Stap. B, Pit, into the C Pit, Stap.
E. Workings. No additional quantity of
Foulness came off.
Mar. 19th. Called the Binding of the
Pitmen but none of the Men would

Jany. 31st. Viewed the A Pit, all
matters going on very well
Feb: 7th. at Colliery, all well
Feb: 14th. Examined the new Rolly-way
from the A Pit, into the B Pit East
Workings; and made arrangements for
working a part of the Jarrow Grange
Coal, out of Dresdon Staple, to the A
Pit. found all the Workings in the
B Pit Staple in a very good Situation
Feb: 19th. Met the Co: at the office present
Mr. Wade, Mr. P. Ellison, Mr. R. Rankin
Nothing particular under discussion, only
in consequence of the bad State of the Trade
the Coals have been reduced from 30/- to
28/- P. Ch.

bind; – they made a Stand for an increase of Price.
Mar. 21st. Had a meeting with Mr.
Wade at the Colliery, and had a
Conference with the Men, which did
not end satisfactorily, as we did not
think right to coincide anything to
them
Mar. 2d. The Men gave in, and bound
to the old Tenure.
Mar. 28th. In the B Pit Staple, the C Pit
Staple Waste, seems much fallen as
far as it can be seen. The Wastemen are ridding out an Air
Communication South over to the
exploring Drifts where the waste
was first tapped. And where the
“Foulness regulating Door” stands.
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April 11 . Set out for London
May 21st. Got home from London –
during my Stay there, had many interviews with Mr. N. Ellison.
I also saw Mr. Ellison Esqr. and
at one of our interviews, I sounded him
as to his intentions with respect to the
renewal of the Colliery Lease. He
informed me, that what had already passed on that subject, had not by any
means led him to think unfavourably
of the Company. That he was still
open to negotiate with them, but thought
as so much time had elapsed since
the former treaty, matters might just
as well remain as they were until nearer
the termination of the Lease in July

1825
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up. These Workings are only half crept
the Walls are very firm but the Boards
and Headwayses are much fallen.
Mar. 30th. Viewed the A Pit – the
working of the N.W. Pillars continues to
go on very well, but they must not be
wrot. off so near the Shaft as to risk
bringing a Shake upon it or, endangering
the Water Course down the West mothergait from the C. Pit.
June 6th. Viewed the A and B Pits
Examined the Flushing District Jarrow
Grange and decided to work the Pillars
out of this District to the A Pit & to
reserve the Pillars to the N.W. in that
Pit. the Workings to cover the certain
Rent in Jarrow Grange being in arrears

1827. I observed that many considerations rendered it desirable to have
the affair settled at no very distant period. He said he would think about
it and state his feelings on the subject
when he comes down to the North
May 23d. Viewed the B- Pit. have
made considerable progress in exploring
the C Pit Staple workings from the old
Staple. The W. Jenkins are 4 Pillars
up

must be made up by working an additional quantity out of Flushing
June 13th. Viewed the B Pits Con[certing]
means for working the remainder of the
whole Coal & Pillars off in the So. E.
angle of Hebburn next main So.
Dyke
June 20th. At the Colliery – nothing particular going on
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June 23 . Attended the gen . Monthly
Pay at the Colliery – met Mr. Messrs.
Wade & P.G. Ellison there
Looked over the Bills
Hewing Prices with a 20 Peck Corf
Viz.
Double Works
Whole Round – – – 5s/ 9d.
and Ramble
Small – – – 2/ 9
included
Pillars Round – – – 5/ 3
Small – – – 2/ 6
Ditto
Putting through Metal Ridges
Boards – – 5/- P. Yard
Headways 2/ 6 do.
Wages
1st. Overman 28/- P. Week
2d. Ditto – 26/- –
3 – Ditto – 23/- –
Average of Overmen’s Bills viz.
A Pit No. 1/6 – – 11s/ 1d. P. xx.
2
/6 – – 10/ 11½
B Pit – 1/6 – – 13/ 11
2
/6 – – 13/ 8½
st
June 21 . Vend up to this day viz.

1825
B Pit
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June 20 . Viewed the B, Pit old Stap:
The Creep Cuttings in the C Pit Staple
Waste are now advanced 11 Pillars up, and
are within 4 Pillars of the So. Heads. from
the Staple. The old Board Rooms in
this waste are half crept, and much fallen
but the Walls are firm and good
The Whole Coal in Wade’s Way is
just finish off; – the workings of the
Pillars must therefore commence
The N & N.W. Pillars in this Pit
are working off rapidly & are labouring
under considerable pressure, so much so
as to render the quantity of Coals to be
obtained very precarious.
This being the case it becomes necessary
to prepare the So. W. Pillars, to be ready
to replace them.
The most eligible line of access to
these Pillars, all circumstances considered,
will be by Jas. Richardson’s Headways.
The ridding out of the Headway’s Course
may therefore commence, as soon as
convenient.

July 4th. Viewed the A, Pit, have commenced the ridding out of Jas. Richardson’s
Headways for a Rolly-way to the So. &
So. W. districts of Pillars
Begun to work the Pillars in

Best Coals – – – 11067
Monkton Main – 169
Beans & Small – 6967
Ashes – – – – – 1084
Total – – 19287 Ch.
[Bud-45-4]
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Wade’s District, B, Pit, on the 30 . Ulto.
July 11th. Viewed the B, Pit – fixed the
plan of working the Pillars in Wade’s District, and the remaining Pillars in Dresden
and Algiers. Also the mode of ventilating
those Districts
Requested by Mr. John Clayton to
value the late Mr. Peareth’s share of the
Colliery.
July 18th. Viewed the B Pit. The new
Rolly-way for working the Pillars in Wades
district is nearly completed.
July 25th. Viewed the Flushing District
The Roof is very good in this District &
the top Coal is firm, but yet the Coals produced from the pillars are not quite so
round as might be expected. Found the
workings well ventilated & the Air clean
This District is wrot. with the return
Air from the Dresden, which has always been
remarkably clean.
Augt. 1st. At the Colliery, all matters going
on well
Augt. 6th. Met Messrs. P.G. Ellison & Rt.
Rankin at the Fitting office
Augt. 6th. Viewed the B, Pit. The W. Creep
Cuttings in the Staple, have got up to the So.

on the whole have a favourable appearance
The chief part of the Foulness in this
part seems to come from the Staple i.e.
from the C Pit Thrust above the Dyke
By-and-by we may be able, perhaps
to dam off this feeder of Foulness.
Every thing going on well in the
other parts of the Workings.
Augt. 13th. Met Messrs. P. Ellison, R.
Rankin and Th. Wade at the Fitting
Office.
Augt. 9th. Holed the W. Creep Cuttings
B. Pit old Staple, into the So. Rolly Way
Heads. from the C Pit Staple. The
Heads. was filled about half Coal height
with Rubbish. A Strong Current of Air
comes from the Staple. It did not Fire
in the Davy, but was so Stithy as to
extinguish the flame.
The two Jenkin Drifts have holed into
the Rolly way Heads. at the Stable Boards
about 100 yards to the So. of the Staple
Augt. 11th. Got to the bottom of the Stap:
which is all clear, but it is Known to have
been covered up by Frame of Post which
fell over it.
Augt. 11th. Holed the ^<W. > Rolly Jenkin

winning Headways from the C Pit Staple.
The Walls are very firm in this quarter, and

B, Pit old Stap. into the C Pit Stap. S.E.
Waste, through the Barrier A considerable

on

quantity of Water came off, which employed
the Stap. Engine 16 hours to draw it out
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The Engine goes 23 – 2 ft. Strokes P. min.
the Pump 8 In diam. Delivers 4¼ Galls.
P. Stroke or 97¾ Galls. P. min
Augt. 4th. General Pay day – met the
Co. at the Colliery, present
Mr. Wade
Mr. P.G. Ellison
Mr. R. Rankin
Total Workings this Pay – – – – – 828 Scores
Vend this Pay viz
Hebburn & Ellison – – – – – – 1806
Formerly – – – – – – – – – – –13092
14,898
Monkton this Pay – 24
Formerly – – – – 205
229
15,127
Beans & Small this pay 1178
Formerly – – – – – – – 8091 9,269
Total – – – – – 24,396
Ashes up to end of Pay 10,084 Ch.
A Pit P. Score – 10/ 4½
B Ditto – – – – 13/ 11

t
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Aug . 21 . Viewed A & B, Pit-works
All matters in the A Pit going on very
well
In the B Pit it will be necessary to
fix a force Pump to throw the Algier’s
Water up into the old Staple En: Levels
about 90 yards of 3 In. Pipes will be
required for this purpose.
The W. Cuttings near the C Pit Stap.
look very promising, not so much Foulness as might be expected comes from
the Staple, but the Scale of Air from
it is highly mixed with Styth.
Sep. 5th. Viewed the A Pit, and found
all things as well as I could expect
under ^<the> circumstances of the Workings.
Jos. Richardson’s Headways is now
ridded out 200 yards and the Rolly
way laid
Daily Workings viz.
West Way – – – 17 xx.
N.E. of Shaft – 5
Flushing – – – – 18
40
Nothing particular in the B Pit
The Scale of Air from the C Pit
Staple is not inflammable
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Sep. 15 . Met the Co. at the Colly.
present Mr. P.G. Ellison, Mr. R.
Rankin.
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Sep. 19 . The Jenkins in Rotterdam are
now driven up to the Barrier next Shipley’s Workings. they must therefore be stopp-

Pay No. 9. Vend
,
Ch.
This pay Hebburn & Ellison – – 1833
Formerly – – – – – – – – – – –14898
16731
Monkton this Pay – 5
Formerly – – – – 229
234
16,965
Beans & Small this pay 722
Formerly – – – – – – – 9269 9,991
Total – – – – – 26,956
Ashes formerly – – – – – – – 1084
Total – – – 28,040
Total Scores this Pay 1656 – cost £1011..13..3
Average P. xx. 12/ 2½ .
Amount of Bill £2234..3..9
Meeting Sep. 17th. Met Messrs. P.G. Ellison & Rt.
of Co. Rankin at the Fitting office. Discussion
with Mr. Greenhoe, on the affair of the
Surgery of the Colliery.
Met Mr.
Saw Mr. Geo: Forster Mr. Elliso’s
G. Forster Stewart, who informed me that he expected, when he wd. endeavour to ascertain
whether Mr. Ellison expected any commuication from the Co. on the subject of
the renewal of the Colly. Lease. Or whether
the Co. were to wait until Mr. E. should
intermate to them that he was ready to
treat with them.
[Bud-45-4]
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Sep. 26th. Waited upon Mr. Ellison at
Hebb. Hall, to know when it would
be convenient to him to see the Co:
on the affair of the renewal of the
Colly. Lease. He said he expected
that he should be able to name a time
for that purpose next Saturday.

ed, as working off the Barrier might
endanger the Dresden En: Flue, which
is only 5 Pillars W. of the Barrier. This
District must therefore be lais off as soon
as the Stooks are wrot. off.
The Barrier may be wrot. off with the
Pillars in Shipley’s Way, as soon as the
Dresdon Engine can be laid off; in abot.
18 months or two years
All going on well in the other
Workings
Meeting Sep. 24th. Met the Co. at the Fitting
of Compy. office, present Mr. P.G. Ellison
Mr. R. Rankin
Mr. Wade
It was decided to make a dividend
Resolved also that I should see Mr.
Ellison to ascertain when it will be
convenient to him to see the Company
on the Subject of renewing the Colliery
Lease.
Sep. 26th. Viewed the B, Pit Staple
Workings. All things going on very
well, but a good deal of Foulness is
discharging out of the S.W. Goaves
into the new W. Rolly-way Board
Are obliged to drive this Board with
the Mills at present.
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Octr. 4th. A Fire took place this morng.
at the Steel-Mill in the new So. W.
Rolly-way Board, B, Pit Staples. The
explosion was very severe, but did not
extend far: the Wind was barely perceptable at the top of the Staple.
Martin Squires, and Will. Reed,

A Pit

B Pit

Octr. 3d. Viewed the A Pit, and the
B Pit, Flushing District
The Water from the C Pit has
found it’s way through the Thrust into
the A Pit N.W. Jenkins, and has
laid off 12 of them. They cannot be
got to work again until a Jenkin is
driven up from the Rolly-way Heads.
in the Swelly to lose them: – this
will be a work of time
In Flushing nothing now remains
to be wrought but Stooks; but from
the goodness of the Post roof, they are
working off as favourably as possible
In the Staple all matters are
going on very well; but the new RollyWay Board, to the West, leading into
the C Pit Workings, is still very Foul
and must continue so, unavoidably
until it is holed, which is expected to
be done in the course of this week

Burnt
Killed

Hewers, and John Smith and John
Corby, Boys were in the place.
Smith was milling, and Corby was
at the Crane.
John Rain and
were in
the back Drift only yards from where
the Fire happened, and W m. Taylor the
Overman who had only just left Squires
and Reed, was on the N. Side of the
Wall which they were holing, then about
4 yards thick. All these parties were
knocked down by the concussion, but
immediately made the best of their
way into the place which had Fired.
They got in with much difficulty from
the strength of the afterdamp, and found
Squires quite dead, at a few yards back
from the face. Corby was lying at the
Crane, and Reed and Smith at a
short distance from each other, between
the Crane, and where Squires was
lying. They were all in a State of
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insensibility, Corby evidently the worst
burnt and most injured.
Soon after being brought to bank
Reed recovered so far as to state, that
when the Fire took place Squires and
himself were just going to begin to Kerve
and desired Smith to “play up and give
“them a good light” upon which he Spark“ed his Flint and She Fired instantly
Corby died in a few hours, and Reed
and Smith died during the Night.
The Pit was not much injured – thein
by Crossing in the 1st. N.W. way. 2

1825
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The S . W. Current goes down Campbles’
Staple, through the Stone Drift, along the
E. Cross-cut So. Winng. Heads. and thro’
a Stenting to the top of the (old) working
Staple.
Down the Staple and along the So.
Rolly-way Headways to the far W.
Mothergait
Up this Mothergait 12 Pillars, and
then Splits again, one part of the Current
going into the far So. W. Way; the other
into the N.W. Way.
These Currents join again, at the

N. Crossing, and return to the “Crank
Stap” up it into the Engine Flue, and
then to the Furnace.
The S. E. Current.
From Campbles Heads. by the Stables
and E. Mothergait, along the So. Rolly
Way, and down the Dresden Incline.
Splits at the bottom of Incline, one Current airing Dresden Boards, and joins
the other Current again at Gibralter Drift
The other Current goes down Gibson’s Stap.
airs the Six North Boards, and then runs
up the W. Mothergait (Wades’ Drift) and
the North Bord, to the “Cats Arse” Crane.
Then Airs the So. Workings, and then
returns to the Board on the So. Side of

main, 1 Sheth Door & 2 Brick Stoppings
were blown down.
During the night the above were
replaced, and the Wall where the accident happened was holed.
Octr. 6th. the Pit got to work again
this morning.
Change of Octr. 8th. In consequence of the above
Ventilation accident, made the run of AirCourse in this Pit as follows viz.
From the bottom of down-cast Shaft
to Campbels Heads. end, where the
Current of Air is divided into two – The
one ventilating the So. E. the other the
So. W. Division of the Workings.
[Bud-45-4]
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the Mothergait and the adjoining Board
and passes down these Boards to the
“Headways Crane”
Run of
Splits here, one Current going thro’
Air B,
the Goaves, the other through the whole
Pit.
boards
The Goaf Current then goes through
Algiers, the other into Coburgh, and
join again in Dresden E. Headways, and
passes along it, unite with the Dresdn.
Current at Gibralter Drift, and from
thence in the old tract up the Staple
through Rotterdam & to the Furnace
This change required 24 Stoppings
and Doors to be altered.
Mr. Easton Saturday Octr. 8th. Mr. Easton waited
Commn. from upon me, at the Sand-hill by appoint
Mr. Ellison mentand read to me a passage out of a letter
sent to him from Mr. Ellison; to the
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Dividend Satdy. 8 . Oct . Rec . a dividend of
£800 for the Mrs. Peareth, which I deposited to their Credit, in Ridley’s Bank
View
Monday 10th. Octr. Viewed the B Pit
B. Pit
Found the Ventilation much improved and
invigerated by the late Change: – the
Workings all in a very good State.
The Wall out of the new Rolly-way
Board where the Fire happened on the
4th. Inst. was holed that Night, and the
Full Air Course is now through the
place. But a great discharge of
Foulness is still coming through the
old Workings from the So. W. Goaves
The ridding of these old Works.
for the purpose of endeavouring to dam
off the Communication with the Goaves
is for serious consideration. Unless this
can be accomplished it is questionable

following effect.
“That as the opportunity for renewing
“Hebburn Colly Lease had gone past two
“years ago, he (Mr. Ellison) did not think
“it could answer any good purpose to
“renew the subject until nearer the ex“piration of the existing Lease, and he
“therefore deffered renewing the Treaty with
“the Co. ‘till next Summer.”

that the use of Davys can ^<ever> be dispensed
with in the Workings to the Leeward
of this point.
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Thursday 13 . Oct . This being the Monthly
Pay, met the Co. at the Colliery present
Mr. Wade
Mr. P.G. Ellison
Mr. R. Rankin
No. 2/10 Workings
P. xx.
A Pit – – 347 xx. – £190..10..6 – 10/ 11¾
B – – – 281 – – – 227.. 6..4 – 16/ 2
The B Pit Score Price is high on accot.
of the Accident on the 4th. Inst.
Vend this month viz.
Hebburn & Ellison – – – 2834 Ch.
Formerly – – – – – – – – 16731 19565
Monkton this Pay – – – –
5
Formerly – – – – – – – – 234
238
Beans & Small this
Pay –
319
Formerly – – – – – – – – 9991 10310
30113
Total Ashes this Year – – 1,084
Amount of Pay Bill – – – £2494..1..4
Met the Co. at the Office Mr.
P.G. Ellison & Mr. Th. Wade present
Satdy. 22d. Octr. Met Mr. Nath Ellison at the Fitting Office
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Monday 24 . Oct . Viewed the B Pit
Staple Workings, found every thing
going on well.
At 27 Pillars W. from the Stap
So. Winning Heads. have Set down the
Trouble which lies a little to the So. of
the main Dyke. This Trouble is a
down cast of
feet here, and a Drift
has been driven 15 yards N. from it
towards the Dyke in which the Coal
looks remarkably well.
This Drift must be continued [opp]
to the Dyke, and a Down Set for
working the Coal between the Dyke &
the Trouble, must be made over the
latter. Fixed the Plan of doing all
this.
Monday 31st. Octr. Viewed the A,
Pit; found all matters going on as
well as I could expect, all circumstances considered. The Water from
the C Pit, is occasioning some trouble
in the N.W. cuttings in this Pit
All going on well in the B Pit
Thursday 10th. Nov. This being the
general Pay day met the Co. at

the Colliery – present Mr. Wade
Mr. P.G. Ellison, Mr. R. Rankin
[Bud-45-4]
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N . 11. Workings &c. this Pay viz.
A Pit – – 1054 Scores – £499..13..1
B Pit – – 867 do.
576..12..3
1921 xx.
£1076.. 5..4
Waste and Shift Bill £131.. 9..8
Average of Pit Bills P. xx. 11/ 2½
Ditto
Waste & Shift 1/ 4¼
Average of Pit Work P. xx. 12/ 6¾
Vend Hebburn & Ellison
3056
Ch.
Formerly – – – – – – – – 19565 22,621
Monkton this Pay – – – –
3
Formerly – – – – – – – – 238
241
22,862
Beans & Small – – – – – 278
Formerly – – – – – – – 10,610 10,588
Total – – – – – – – 33,450
Monday 14th. Nov. Viewed the B Pit
The Stooks are working off rapidly in Rotterdam; but as favourably as can be wished
for. By-and-by some contrivance will
have to be resorted to for getting the
Water out of the Swelly, as the working
of the Stooks & 4 Walls left on the So.
Side of the Mothergate for the support of
the Crank will compel in to remove it.
Probably

98.
Probably a hand Force Pump may answer
the purpose best – this for future consn.
Examined the Workings in Coburg, E.
of Algiers – the Walls are working rapidly
off here, but favourably as there is a good
Post Roof, altho’ some of the Boards
are troubled with a following Stone from
4 to 6 In. thick.
The exploring Drift through the 13 ft.downcast trouble, in the old Stap N.W.
way at 27 Pill. up has got the main
Dyke. There is 30 yards in width of good
Coal between the Trouble and the Dyke.
All the Standing Water in the So. E.
face of the C Pit Stap: Waste was let off
last Satdy. to the old Stap: Engine
Satdy 19th. Nov. Met Messrs. Wade,
P.G. Ellison & R. Rankin, in Newcastle
The Balance of the Bank being reduced to between £7000 and £8000,
and the prospect for vending Coals
being good; – agreed to make a
Dividend next Saturday.
Monday 21st. Nov. Viewed the A
Pit – found the workings in a very
good State.
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Satdy 26 . Agreed to make a Dividend
Monday 28th. Viewed the B, Pit, the
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N . 12. Dec 6 . Vend this Pay viz
Hebburn & Ellison this pay 3565
Ch.
Formerly – – – – – – – – 22621 26186

morning was very Stormy – Wind So. E.
with a fall of Sleet and Snow, the
Barometer down to 28.7 Notwithstandg.
which the returns were not very heavy.
The Creep Cuttings to the So. E. of the C,
Pit Stap. workings, are looking very
favourable. The walls are 14 yards thick
here, and the roof good, we may therefore fairly recon, on a successful workg.
of the Pillars.
Satdy 3d. Dec. Recd. Mrs. Peareth’s dividend
£800 and paid it on their accot. into Messrs.
Ridley & Co’s Bank.
Thursday 7th. Dec: Met the Co. at the Colly
Pay, present Mr. Wade
– P.G. Ellison
– R. Rankin
No. 11. Dec 6th.
A Pit – – 1092 Scores – £536..9..3
B Pit – – 880 do.
514..3..1
1972 .
£1050..9..4
Waste and Shift Bill £188..9..8
Average of Pit Bills P. xx.
Ditto
Shift – – – –

Monkton this Pay – – – –
Formerly – – – – – – – –

58
241

299
26,485

Beans & Small – – – – – 432
Formerly – – – – – – – 10588

11,020
37,505
Ashes formerly – – – – – – – – – 1,084
Total – – – – – – – 38,589
Satdy 10th. Dec. Met Messrs. P.G. Ellison
and R. Rankin at the Fitting office Newcastle and discussed the general affairs of
the concern.
Monday 12th. Dec. Viewed the B Pit took
Candles into the return Air in the N.W.
workings of the Staple, and found it in
so good a State, as to induce me to permit Gunpowder to be used in blowing up
the Stone, to make the Tram-way down
the 13 ft. Trouble, at the 27th. Pill. West.
But a couple of Wastemen must be
sent with the Shifters to superintend this
operation – to prevent an injudicious use
of Candles. Found the ventilation good &
all things in good order.
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Mondy. 19th. Dec. At the Colliery, discussed general matters – nothing material stirring
Friday. 30th. Dec. The Pits finished Work for
the Holidays. During the Holidays all
the necessary repairs to the Machines Engs.
&c. will be done; and the cutting out of the
Tram Way thro’ the 13 ft. Trouble at the
27th. Pill. W. in the B. Pit old Staple must
be completed.
[Page 102 is Blank]
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Jany.12th. Monday The Pits started work
again this morng. after the Holidays.
Viewed the B Pit Staple Workings and
found every thing in a good State. Have
made a very good job of cutting the Tram
way thro’ the Trouble. – it slopes at the
rate of 2 In. a Yard.
The Journeymen Corves have Stopped
this morning for an advance of Wages
from 22/- to 25/- a Week. – the Colly may
be carried on for 8 days without them, and

in the mean time the affair may be settled
Jany.14th. The Journeymen Corves have
agreed to resume work, and hire at
their former Wages.
Jany.23d. Monday Viewed the A Pit W.
Way i.e. the N. Way, and in the new
cuttings (Joe Richardson’s’) Cuttings to the
South. All in good order
Jany.30th. Monday Viewed the Flushing
& Dresden Districts, and gave directions on
various points relative to the working of
the Pillars [ ] there.
William Wood Rolly-driver Killed in
the B. Pit Staple on the 26th. Inst by the
Rollies running over him.
Feb.9th. Thursday Sr. M.W. Ridley & Co. gave
notice to the Co. to have their Balance Pd.
[Bud-45-4]
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Feb.11 Satdy. Waited on Ridley & Co. with
Mr. P. Ellison, when they earnestly requested
to have the Balce. due to them from the
Co. paid in a soon as possible – it is
about £8700.
Consulted with Mr. Wade & Mr. R.
Rankin at the office on the above affair
Agreed to offer Ridley & Co. to pay them
£3000 by the 1st. of May & the remainder
as soon after as possible – wrote them
to this effect. Calculated on paying £1400
of this sum by Trade & the remaining £1600
by an advance
Waited on Mrs. Peareth and
communicated the above to her
A heavy leak was discovered at a
Wedging in the C Pit Shaft this week

1826
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The workings to the N. between the Troubles are
going on very well, a fresh holing thro’ the So.
Trouble to the W. is in progress. When this
is done it will relieve a great quantity of
Brattice. A remarkably good Air all
thro’ the Workings.
Feb.17th. Monday Viewed the A Pit – the
N. Way & Flushing are working fast off,
but they will be replaced by Jos Richardsons’
Heads. District & the Outermost N.W. Pannel
Found all matters in as good a State as the
situation of the Workings will admit of.
No. 2. Feb. 25th. 1826
Vend
Ch.
Ellison’s & Hebb, this pay – 2228
Formerly – – – – – – – – – – 2147
4375

– it was soon stopped by fresh wrdgg.
but one of the Cribs seems to be damaged
This must be looked at occasionally.
Feb.13th. Mondy. Viewed the B Pit old
Staple Workings – have got the Foulness from
the So. W. Goaves Piped across the Rolly-way
Board into the return, which will I expect
enable us to get the Candles into the new
So. W. Workings. But we must wait a
Fortnight or so, to see that all is tight
and good. This is the Foulness which fixed
on the 4th. Octr. last. Pa. 90.

Beans & Small – – – 278
Formerly – – – – – – 298
779
– – – 5154
Mar.13th. Viewed the B, Pit, – found
the Sulphur Pipe, across the Rolly way Board
in the old Staple, too Small for discharging
the foulness from the So. W. Goaves. The Foulness from the Goaves was pressing against the
Stoppings and forcing itself through every
crevice. I therefore decided to put in are
gular Crossing to carry off the Foulness
with a Scale of fresh Air
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Mar.18 . Met the Co. at the Fitting
Office, present Mr. ^<Thos.>Wade
Mr. P.G. Ellison
Mr. R.R. Rankin
J.B.
The Bank still continuing to press for
the liquidation of the Balce. It was
agreed that an advance of £200 P.
Sixteenth should be made without loss
of time, but Mr. Wade being absent
the meeting was adjourned to Mondy.
morng. the 20th. at 10 o ‘ clock, when
Mr. Th. Wade said his father would be
able to attend
March 20th. Met the Co. at the
Fitting Office, present Mr. Wade
Mr. P.G. Ellison
Mr. R.R. Rankin
J.B.
ce
The Bal . Due to the Bank is now
about £7500
It was agreed that an advance of
£200 P. Share should be made to the Bank
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to write to M . Rowntree for the Miss
Hales’s Share & to Mrs. Kent for hers
Mr. R.R. Rankin said Mrs. Rankin’s
would be ready & undertook to have the
Mr. Pearith’s Share ready.
Mar.27th. Viewed the B Pit and found
every thing going on well, the Sulphur
Crossing in the So. W. Rolly-way Bord
answers the purpose completely.
Met the Co. at the Fitting Office
Present Mr. Wade
Mr. P.G. Ellison
Mr. R.R. Rankin
It was agreed that £200 P. 16th. Share shd.
be advanced by the Parts. Towards the
liquidation of the Bank Debt.
Messrs. Ellison & Rankin were prepared with their Shares & Mr. Ellison
had a Letter from Mrs. Kent to say that
she had written to her London Banker
to remit her Share. Mr. Wade was
not prepared with his money, but expected to receive part of it shortly

before the next Pay – 30th. Inst.
Mr. Wade sd. He was not prepared
with his Share but would endeavour to
provide the money against the time
Mr. P.G. Ellison said his Brothers
share wd. be ready & he undertook to

Binding
called

I got a Cheque for £800 of the
Mrs. Peareth for their Share.
The Binding was called on Satdy.
last the 25th. Inst. but the Union Men
refused to bind.
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No. 3. Mar. 29: 1826
Workings this Month viz
A, Pit – – 800 xx. – £528..0..10
B, Ditto – 1018 – – 539..2.. 5
1818
£1067..3.. 3
B Pit 13/ 2½, A Pit 10/ 7¼ P. xx.
Shift Bill – – £93..12..7
Waste ditto – 29..15..0
£123..7..7 = 1/ 4¼ P. xx.
Vend this Pay
Ch.
Ellison’s & Hebburn – – – 2228
Formerly – – – – – – – – – 2147
6505
Monkton this Pay – – – –
32
6538
Beans & Small this Pay
558
Formerly – – – – 779
1337
Total – – – – – 7,875
April 5th. The Union Men, still refuse
to bind were laid off work. In the Eveng.
they rioted and broke the Windows and ill
treated two Stranger Men, who had been
bound from other Collieries. Some of the
rioters were identified.
April 6th. Set the A Pit to work with
the few Men who had bound, the Shifters
&c.
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April 10th. The Union Men, still continue
obstinate and will neither bind themselves
nor allow Strangers to come to the Colly.
to bind. They send out parties daily
to watch all the roads leading to the Colly.
and stop and intimidate all Strangers and
Men from other Colls. From coming near
the place.
April 11th. Met the Co. at the fitting office
Present Mr. Wade
Mr. P.G. Ellison
Mr. R.R. Rankin
It was resolved to oppose the Union Men
to the Utmost and to use every endeavour
to obtain fresh Men to work the Colly.
April 13th. Met the above Gentlemen
at the Colly. the Union Men still continuing
the same line of conduct, it was resolved
to take Mr. Hopper Witliamson’s opinion as
to our right to turn them out of their
Houses.
The A Pit at work, getting
about 30 xx. a day
April 15th. Nine Men, and a Girl being
Summonsed before the Gateshead Magistrates
for being concerned in the riot on the
5th. Inst. were bound over to appear at
the Sessions
Mr. Witliamson having given

it as his opinion that we had a right to
[Bud-45-4]
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Turned the unbound Men out of their houses
the Company decided to serve them individually with the following notices on
Mondy. Morning
[Copies of Notices served on Unbound Shifters]
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It was resolved to have Six of the
police Officers down from Newcastle to
assist in Keeping the peace.
April 17th. The foregoing notices were served
this morning; – the Union Men Still
continue obstinate and sulky, and have so
far completely succeeded in preventing any
Strangers from coming to the Colly.
Met Messrs. Wade & P.G. Ellison at
the Colly. it was resolved to turn some
of the Men out of their houses, next
Friday the 21st. Inst.
Viewed the A Pit, – nothing out of
the ordinary course of things going on
Started the B Pit this morning
with 14 or 15 Men, Shifters &c. such as
could be picked up.
Have ceased to separate the Coals
Underground for the present – pay 3/- P.
xx. for having the Coals, without Separation
The Men complain of this price being
too little, but it seems nearly equal to
the Separation Price.
Wm. Taylor, the B Pit Overman, says
that without Separation, a medium man
can hew 24 Corves a day. Then
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Then 24 Corves at 3/- P. xx. is 3 .. 7
Band, 7 In thick at 1d. – – – –
8½
4 .. 3½
With Separation, the Same Man
will hew 12 Co. of Round at 5/ 3 P. xx. 3s ..1½d
6 Co. – Small at 2/ 6
9½
Band 7 In. – – – – – – – – – –
6

[112a]
Hebburn Colliery 21 . April
1826
The Pitmen neither having bound nor quitted
their Houses, agreeably to the notice given
on the 17th. Inst. met Mr. Wade and
Mr. P.G. Ellison at the Colliery for the
purpose of putting them out
st

Mr. Forsyth & Six of his Police Officers
from Newcastle attended, with the Constable
of the Township, and as many assistants as
were necessary to remove the furniture
We first went to John Grey’s, then
to Thos. Richardson’s, Thos. Wales’, John
Elsdon’s, Jos. Corby’s, and Alex Burrell’s
We asked them if they would remove
their furniture and quit their houses, to which
the general reply was that they would not
as they had no place to go to, but that as
soon as they could get a place to go to they
would remove. To this we replied that we
could not consent to this, as we wanted the
houses immediately to put the new bound
men, from other Collieries into, and must
therefore put their goods out. They universally
answered very well then you may put them
out. They all refused to take any

4 .. 5
1½d. A Day better work than, without
separation
April 21st. Friday Met Mr. P.G. Ellison
at the Colliery, and after having used
all the means in our power to conciliate
and induce the Men to bend, without
being able to make any impression
upon them. We proceeded to turn
them out of their Houses, with the assistance of the Parish Constable and
Six Constables from Newcastle with
Forsyth.
No resistance or opposition was
given to us, and we only put the
Furniture of the undermentioned Persons
in hopes that the example would have
the desired effect
Grey
Jas. Corby
Th. Richardson
Jno. Elsdon
[Bud-45-4]
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charge of the furniture after we put
it out, say that we had taken it
into our own hands and might Keep
it, and that they would make as, make
it good again.
No hindrance, nor molestation
was given to us, the people stood about
the Rows in groups, but conducted themselves peaceably
John Gray’s Wife having only been
brought to bed, a month gone the 17th.
their goods by their own Consent were
put into the Ranter’s meeting House
which was dry and comfortable, a Fire

113

April 22d. The turning the people out
of their houses yesterday appeared to
have proceeded a great effect on the
minds of the refractory Men, as they
found that they could not obtain legal
redress.
April 24th. The Men came forward in
a body and bound freely this morng.
and a complete reconciliation took place
without any of their demands being com-.
plied with
Viewed the Flushing Workings
and found them all in good state
April 26th. As the Lease of Jarrow

being constantly Kept in it.
John Elsdon informed us that they
acted by legal advice in refusing to go out
of their houses, and that they meant to
seek legal redress.
Thos. Richardson’s Wife was very violent and refused to leave the house
until her husband took her out by
force.

Grange expires at May next, wrote
the agents of the Lessors Messrs. Bolam
and Forster, to request them to allow
the Co. to continue to work the Coal
on the old terms until they got an
agreement made for the renewal of
the Hebburn Colly Lease with Mr.
Ellison.
April 29th. Met the Co. at the office
Present Messrs. Wade, Ellison & R. Rankin
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May 6th. Met the Co. at the office
Present Messrs. P.G. Ellison & R.R. Rankin
& Th. Wade
Agreed to subscribe £20 to the
distressed Manufacturers in Lancashire
May 8th. Viewed the B, Pit Coburgh
district is nearly finished, discussed with
Mr. Dunn and Seymours various ways of
ventilating, the Old and Dresden Stapp.
workings after communication between
them is cut off by the Coburgh & Algiers
Thrust. I am inclined rather to have
the current of Air from each Staple to
skirt the Thrust on each side, in preference to endeavouring to maintain an
Air- course through the Thrust.
All the ordinary operations of the
Pit going on very well.
May 13th. Met the Co. at the fitting
Office present Mr. Wade, Mr. P.G.
Ellison, Mr. R.R. Rankin
Messrs. Bolam & Th. Forster, attended
on the subject of the Jarrow Grange
Lease.
The Co. wished to be allowed to
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or at any rate until Mr. Ellison’s return to the North, on the terms of the
old Lease. This however they object to &
wish the Co. to enter into an agreet.
for a fresh Lease to pay 30/- P. Ten, on
the Main Coal, which is 5/- increase on
the old Rent.
After some discussion it was agreed
that the business should stand over ‘till
next Sa: when we are to meet again
and in the mean time, the Co. are to
make up their minds on the subject
May 5th. Measured the quantity of
Coal remaining unwrought, on the Colly
Plan, and found it as follows
Below the Dyke, in Dresden & Wade’s
Acres
District – – – – – – – – – – – – – 11.7
All Pillars wrot. with 18 yd. Winns.
5 Bd. & 13 Wall
Flushing District – – – – – – – – 18.9
15 yards Winns. 5 Bd. 10 Wall.
North Creep – – – – – – – – – – 12.6
13 yards Winnings 4 Bd. 9 Wall.
South Creep – – – – – – – – – – 9.6

13 yards Winns. 4 Bd. 9 Wall.
The Walls in all holed at 22 yards
2 yards wide

continue working, until next Christmas
[Bud-45-4]
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The foregoing Districts have all nearly
about the same thickness of workable Coal
after deducting the bands – say 5 ft.
and therefore contain 147 tens P. Acre
Below the Dyke 0.657 of the Seam remains Pillars.
Tens
Then 0.657 of 147 Tens is say 97
Deduct ¼ th. to be lost Undergd. – 24
xx.
8.8 P. Ten = 642 xx. P. Acre – – – 73 Tens
11.7 Acres X 642 xx. = 7511 xx.
To be wrot. at the rate of 200 xx. a
Fortnight, will last 37½ Fortnights.
Flushing District
Tens
0.61 remain in Pillars 0.61 of 147 is
89 Tens P. acre
Deduct 2/9 th. loss Undergd. – 25
64 Tens P. acre
8.8 xx.
563.2
xx.
18.9 acres
To work P. Fortt. 300 / 100644
Duration – – –
35 Fortt.
The North Creep
Tens
0.63 remain in Pillars, and 0.63 of 147 is
92 Tens P. acre
1
d
Deduct /3 Small Undg . – 30
62 Tens P. acre
[Bud-45-4]
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Tens xx.
xx.
acres
62 X 8.8 = 545.6 X 12.6 = 6874.5
To work at the rate of 300 xx. P. Fort.
6874.5 = 22.9 Say 23 Fortnights duratn.
300
The South Creep
Contains P. acre the same as Tens
above – 92
t 1 th
Ded . /3 . + loss Undergd. – 32
60 P. acre
X 8.8 xx.
528
To work at the rate of xx. X
9.6 acres
P. Fortnight – – – – 200 / 5068.8
Duration – – – – – – 25 Forts.
N.B This district is inaccessible at
present, being drowned, and will cost
a great deal of Money to drain it. It
ought not therefore to be saddled with
so large a tentale as rest of the
Coal.
Duration of the several Districts viz.
Below the Dyke – – 37½ Forts.
Flushing – – – – – 35
North Creep – – – 23
South do. – – – – 25
120½ Fortnights
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Gross Scores collected xx.
Below the Dyke – – 7511
Flushing – – – – – 10644
North Creep – – – 6874
South do. – – – – 5068
30,097
If necessary the Pits might be appopriated to work the above Districts
as follows viz.
xx.
A Pit Flushing P. Fortt. – 220
Ditto Dresden – do. – 110 330
B Pit Wade’s District do. – – – 280
Working under the Dyke
A Pit P. Fortt. – – – – – – 110
B – – do. – – – – – – 280
380
Total under Dyke, 7511 = 19 Fortnights
Power of working 390
P. fortnight – – –
It therefore appears, that the Coal
under the Dyke might be wrot. out
in 19 fortnights if necessary
The present certain Rent is £600 a year
for 480 Tens at 25/-
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The Shorts up to 31 Dec. 1825
Tens Bolls
were – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 236 .. 4
Certain quantity for 17 Weeks
up to 1st. May 1826 – – – –
– – 157 .. –
393 .. 4
Wrot. from 31st. Dec: 1825 to
6th. May 1826 – – – – – –
– – 305 ..300
87 ..144
th
d
On the 13 . May the Shorts w . be
about 100 Tens.

May 15th. A Wedging Crib in
wedging the tubbing at the great feeder in
Crib in the C Pit Shaft, having sprung a
C, Pit
heavy leak, I examined this morng.
Shaft,
The Crib is 6 In. thick & 12 In. in
Sprung a the Bed. The leak comes from a
Leak.
part of the Crib having given way
at a joint & running about 2 ft.
along the bottom of the Crib. I
think from probing the Crack, that
it does not extend further than the
length of the Wedges, and that it
may easily be secured by a fresh
Wedging from the back of the fracture
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Satdy 20th. May. Got the Wedging in
Wedging the C Pit Shaft repaired; – the fracture
in C Pit
in the Crib was just as I suspected
Shaft reqd. and was effectually repaired by wedging
although not without considerable difficulty.
Meeting
Met the Compy. At the fitting
with
Office Present Mr. Wade
rs
Mess . Bolam
Mr. P.G. Ellison
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Monday 22d. May Viewed the A Pit
The So. Cuttings (Jos. Richardson’s Heads.)
are now nearly extended as far as the
main Dyke, close on the W. Side of the
B Pit Stable Boards.
The Pillars in this quarter appear to
be ^<in> as favourable a state as one could expect, and according to all appearance
will afford an excellent Second working

& Forster at
Mr. R.R. Rankin
the fitting
Messrs. Th. Forster & Bolam, the Agents
Office
of the Lessors of Jarrow Grange attended
After a good deal of discussion an agreet.
of which the following is a Copy was come
to.
Newcastle 20th. May 1826
Mem. of
It is this day agreed that the Lease of
Agreement Jarrow Grange Colly. shall continue on
for the
the old terms, until the 23d. Nov: next.
Continuation The question of shorts up to the 13th.
of Jarrow Inst. to remain open for future considerColly. Lease ation on the part of the Lessors.
For Mr. Montague Esqr.
Wm. Bolam
r
For S . T.J. Clavering Bart.
Th. Forster
For the Hebburn Co.
Jno. Buddle

Thursday 25th. May Met the Co. at
the Colly Pay – present Mr. Wade,
Mr. P.G. Ellison, Mr. R.R. Rankin
No. 5. Workings this Month viz
A, Pit – – 981 xx. – £517.. 7.. 7
B, Ditto – 825 – – 531.. 2..11
1706
£1048..10.. 6
A Pit 10/ 6½, B Pit 12/ 10½ P. xx.
Shift Bill – – 141..18.. 9
Waste do. – – 30.. 4.. –
Bargain do. – 25.. 6.. 0
2/ 3¾ P. xx. £197.. 8..10
Vend
Ellisons & Hebb. this Pay 2083 Ch.
Formerly – 7958 10,041
Monkton, this Pay – – – –
1
Formerly –
34
35
Beans & Small this Pay – 634 10,076
Formerly – 2200 2,834
Pay Bill £2357..11..1
£12,910
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May 29 .Monday Viewed the old Staple
Workings B, Pit. The W. Cuttings are
now within 2 Pill. of the W. extremity of the
C Pit Staple Workings next Walker Boundary
The Coal in this part is not very good
being much intersected with Worm Hitches
and danty Coal. All the Workings going
on very well.
June 5th.Monday Viewed the B, Pit
Dresden and Flushing Districts, the working
in the former are going on very well, but
owing to the Underground Engine Boiler
of the latter out of repair, it is not
working at present
As it is desirable to work an in-
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Boiler was bro . and the Machine Started
work again on the 2d. June.
June 12th.Monday Viewed the A, Pit
and found all matters in the Workings
going on well. The So. Workings Joe
Richardson’s Headways still continue favrable, the Roof being very good, and the
Walls not much crushed by the Creep.
The workings immediately N. of the
Shaft, are nearly finished.
Have got the Dresden Engine Boiler
repaired; but it must stand 2 or 3 days
for the Cement to harden, before it is set
to work.
June 9th.Monday Viewed the B, Pit.

A Pit
Boiler
burst

creased quantity out of Jarrow Grange
under the present circumstances of the Colly
Lease &c. The Dresden En: Boiler must
be repaired without delay, and the District
got to Coal-work.
Note On the afternoon of the 29th. May
the A Pit Machine Boiler gave way in
the bottom, and the Boiler jumped off her
Seat. Fortunately no person was hurt; nor
further injury done, except a large Rent in
the Boiler-bottom, and the Brick work of
the Flues being thrown about. The C Pit

Started the Dresden District this morning
with 12 Men – the Coals drawn at the
A Pit – will work 9 or 10 xx. a day.
The Communication between Dresden and
Algiers & also with Coburgh, is now Cut off
except for Air, by the Thrust, the Pillars being
wrot. off between them. The remainder of the
Dresden district will therefore be wrot. off
by the Engine – the Coals being drawn at
the A Pit. And the remainder of the Algiers Pit district will be wrot. off by the B Pit
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old Staple.
Fixed the limits of Jos. Richardson’s
headway’s district, so as to leave sufficiency of Pillars for the protection of the
old Staple Engine Chimney, and the Water
course between the A & B Pits.
June 22d.Thursday, Attended the Colly Pay
none of the Co. except Mr. Wade present
No. 6. Workings this Month viz
A, Pit – – 1063 xx. – £529.. 0.. 0
B, Ditto – 925 xx. – 589.. 1..10
1988 xx. £1118.. 1..10
A Pit 9/ 11½, B Pit 12/ 8¾ P. xx.
Shift Bill – – – – – – – – – 182..15..11
Waste – – – – – – – – – – 29..17.. 0
Bargain Work, including – 13.. 1.. 8
the repairing of the Shafts
2/ 3½ P. xx.
£225..14.. 7
Vend
Ellison’s & Hebbn. this Pay 2586
Formerly – 10,041 12,627
Monkton, this Pay – – – –
1
Formerly – –
35
36
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June 24 . Sa: Met M . Wade at the Fittg.
office. Messrs. P.G. Ellison & R. Rankin
at the Election Alnwick.
Died
July 1st. Mr. R. Rankin died this
morng. of exhaustion from over exertion
at the Election.
July 3d.Monday Viewed the B, Pit old
Staple – the cutting out of the Creep in
the C Pit Stap, is completed, to the S.W.
extremity next the Walker So. Hebburn
Boundary. A small angle of whole Coal
is left here; but it is much intersected with
Worm Hitches & Danty runners, which
greatly injure the Coal. The Workings
generally speaking are in a very good
State.
The Brick Arch in the A Pit
mothergait near the Shaft, is getting into
a very bad State; but we must temprige with it as long as possible, and
then it must have a thorough repair.
Between 4 & 5 o ‘ clock this morning obTemperature served the temperature of the Air to be

12,663
Beans & Small this Pay – – 698
Formerly – – 2834 3,532
Total – – – 16,195

of
Air

as follows viz
At the Surface of the River – 57o
River Water – 57o
At the top of A Pit, in Shade 56
Ditto – – – B Pit – – – – – 58
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At the bottom of the B Pit Shaft – 72
In the 1st. of the Air, at 10 yards from
the bottom of the down-cast Shaft – 56o
Temperature In the Engine Chamber, 90o
of Air
Return from the Staple, 74o This is the
Same Air as above, which in the 1st. of
it is 56o. It therefore gains 18o of temperature during it’s run thro’ the Workings
In a Calm part of the Workings, in
the W. way 72o.
July 8th. Met Messrs. Wade & P.G. Ellison at the Fitting Office.
July 17th. Viewed the B, Pit, and
found all matters going on very well
although the pressure of the Thrust in
Wade’s Drift District next Algiers, occasions a good deal of trouble.
July 24th. Viewed the A & B, Pits,
In the several working districts of Pills.
considerable interruption has been occasioned
through the course of the last Week by
the pressure of the Thrust. Nothing
however but what might naturally be expected, has occurred.
Met Messrs. P.G. Ellison & Th. Wade
at the Fitting Office last Sa. the 22d. Inst.
[Bud-45-4]
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at M . Wades Salutation obtained the Mrs.
Pearith’s consent to advance £100 to Mr. W.
out of Colly Funds.
July 31st. Viewed the B Pit, W. way
old Staple, and found every thing in
very good order; but sundry falls in the Rollyway, and the heaving of the
Thill in the broken Workings, interrupt
the Work frequently, both in this, and
the A Pit, so that from 14 to 15 Keels
a day of best Coals is the utmost quantity
that can be raised.
Augt. 14th. Viewed the B Pit in the
Algiers and Dresden Districts. Found
the ventilation very good in consequence
of a small change which has been made
in the Splitting of the Current, in Algiers and through Colburgh.
In Dresden the working of the
Pillars is going on very well; but from
want of room, only 12 hewers can be
employed there
All is now nearly ready for beginning to work the Pillars next the
W. (Walker) Barrier. It will be necessary
that Mr. Easton should examine this part
before the working of the Pillars commences
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Augt. 17th. Thursday Met Mr. P.G.
Ellison at the Colliery – Mr. Wade at
Buston.
No. 8. Workings this Month viz
A Pit – – 1086 – – £558..10.. 5
B ditto – 825 – – 529.. 3.. 9
1911 £1087..14.. 2
A Pit 10/ 3½, B Pit 12/ 9¾ P. xx.
Shift, Waste, and Bargain Work £230..1..10
= P. Score 2/ 4¾
Vend
Ch.
Hebburn this Pay – 2324
Formerly – 15375
17,699
Monkton, this Pay – 4
Formerly – –
36
40
17,739
Small this Pay – – 730
Formerly – – 3971 4,701
22,440
Amount of Bill – £3218..11..0
xx.
Wrought this Pay 1911 or 3981 Ch.
Vended – – – – – – – – – 2324
Deficiency – – – 1657
Which is 42 P. Cent in Small and
Consumption – 58 P. Cent produce of
Ship Coals.
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Heads of Sundry Charges in Pit Bills
No. 2/8.
A Pit
B Pit
Hewing – – – – – – – 112.. 0.. 9 112.. 9.. –
Putting – – – – – – – – 42..11.. 1
34..13.. 5
Driving – – – – – – – – 19.. 4.. 0
15.. 9.. 4
Trapping – – – – – – – – 7..11.. 4
7.. 6.. –
Overmanship – – – – – 11.. 1.. 0
11.. 2.. –
Horsekeeping – – – – – 3.. 2.. 6
5.. 9.. –
Inspecting – – – – – – – 1..12.. 0
1..12.. –
Onsetting – – – – – – – 3.. 1.. 6
4.. 4.. 1
Rolly and Tram way – – 8.. 4.. 3
9..16.. –
Craining – – – – – – – – 7.. – .. 6
5..14.. –
Braking – – – – – – – – – 9.. 2..10
8.. 1..11
Helping up – – – – – – – 4.. – –
6..12.. –
Engine Undergd. – – – – – – –
3.. 9.. –
Furnace – – – – – – – – 3.. 0.. 0
3..16.. –
Staple Establishment – – – –
4.. 9.. 2
Contingencies – – – – 14..12.. 4
9.. 7.. 7
Banking & Waiting – – 35.. 5.. 3
29..13.. 6
£281.. 9.. 4 £273.. 4.. –
A Pit
B Pitt Scores
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Augt. 21st. Viewed the A Pit
The So. Headways, Joe Richardson’s Cutting
is now just about getting the Dyke i.e.
the main Dyke to the So.W. the Coal is
rather troublesome immediately adjoining
the Dyke, but otherwise it is excellent
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good deal of bad Coal, and a bad roof
so that the working is very troublesome
Are working about 10 xx. a day out of
Dresden, which at that rate will last about
three months.
Daily Workings at present viz

A Pit – – – 42
At Night – 10 52
B Pit – – – – – 41
93
It is questionable whether any benefit results from working Night Coals at the
A Pit.
Septr. 14th. Met Mr. P.G. Ellison, and
Mr. Th. Wade at the Colly. Mr. Wade confined at home by sickness.
No. 7 Workings &c. this Month
A Pit – – 1051 xx. – £565.. 6.. 9
B ditto – 863 – – – 538..14.. 6
1914 xx. £1,104.. 1.. 3
A Pit 10/ 9, B Pit 12/ 5¾ P. xx.
Shift, and Bargain Work £243..10..2
= P. xx. 2/ 6½
Vend Ellison’s & Hebburn, this Pay 2417
Ch.
Formerly – 17699 20,116
Monkton, Formerly – – – – – – – – –
40
20,156
Beans & Small this Pay – – 756
Formerly – – 4701 5,457
Pay Bill £2125..12..10
Total – – – 25,613

and the Workings generally speaking are
in a very favourable state.
The Brick Arch at the Shaft is in
a very precarious state, although not materially worse of late.
On Friday last the 18th. Inst. Edd. Crawford
Killed
Waggon Driver was Killed by the Rollies
running over him, at the 1st. Siding
E. from the A Pit Shaft.
Meeting with Septr. 2d. Saturday. Mr. Th. Easton inMr. Easton formed me in Newcastle, that Mr. Ellison
was quite aware that it rested with him
self, to intimate to the Company, when
he would treat with them for the renewal of the Colliery Lease.
Septr. 4th. Viewed the A Pit, the So.
Cuttings, Joe Richardson’s Heads. are now
within 15 yards of the ^<line of the> main Dyke; and
the Seam is dipping rapidly. Within the
last 40 yards the Drifts have crossed 6 Hitches
some up, and some down-cast, with a
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Septr. 16th. Mr. Ellison informed Mr. John Clayton
that he would communicate with the Co: on
the subject of the renewal of the Colly. Lease
before the End of the present month; but
did not say that he would renew it.
Septr. 18th. Viewed the B Pit, in the
old Staple Workings Below the Hitch
to the N.W. the workings are in a very
crazy state from the working of the Pit
as a general pressure, has extended over
the whole of them; and there is no cer-
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C. Ellison
Esqr.

Metal ridged.
Octr. 7th. Met Mr. P.G. Ellison, and
Thos. Wade, at the Fitting Office. A Letter
of which the following is a Copy, was sent
to Mr. Clark the Agent at the Colly. yesterday.
Hebburn Hall Octr. 6th. 1826
Gentlemen
It is my duty to acquaint
you that after the most anxious consideration
of the Subject I have resolved not to re-

tainty as to the time this District may
be kept at work. Every place is Foul
and Fire in the Davy’s, except the more
channel in which the current of Air is
passing.
All matters going on tolerably
well in the other parts of the workings
Septr. 22d. Informed Mr. Rankin of the
above communication from Mr. Ellison.
Septr. 23d. Met Mr. P.G. Ellison, and
Mr. Th. Wade, at the Fitting Office.
Septr. 25th. Viewed the Flushing District
found the working of the Pillars going
on remarkably well; but the pressure of the
Roof is affecting the Dresden Engine
Flue, although the nearest workings are
4 Pillars from it, and the Boards close

Resolved let Hebburn Colliery. I beg most sincerely
not to re- to assure you that the circumstances which
Let the Colly. put an end to my negotiation with you
three years ago have had no influence on
my present decision, and that I shall be
most desirous to conclude our long connecxion
in a spirit of accommodation and liberality
I have the honour to be
The Lessees of
your most Obedient
Hebburn Colliery
Cuthbert Ellison
Octr. 9th. Viewed the B. Pit A heavy fall
in the Rolly-way in the old Staple W. Cotts.
has cut off the access to the Barrier Workings
to the West, against the Walker So. Hebburn
Waste. As Gunpowder cannot be used here to
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break the large Post-frames in this Fall, it
will be better to drive a Cross-cut in the
Coal for the Rolly-way past this Fall, thro’
to rid it. The Cross-cut will be 60 yards
long, and will require about 3 Weeks to
complete it.
Line to be Octr. 12th. Met the Company at the Colly.
pursued in Present. Mr. Wade & Mr. P.G. Ellison
working, in
It was agreed, in consequence of Mr. Ellison’s
Consequence Letter of the 6th. Inst. that no Winning
of Mr. Ellison Charges, except what may be barely necessary
declined to for carrying on the Colly. to the end of the
renew the Lease should be incurred; and that we
Lease
should work the Colliery in the most beneficial manner that can be devised for the
Company; but so as to commit any
breach of the Lease
Octr. 16th. Viewed the A and B Pits, and
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between this Dyke and the main Dyke is 8½
Chains long, and 2 broad – Contains 107 acres
of which Coal, except 2 Boards 2 Pills. Each
which were formerly driven for Stables
Whole Coal Decided to get the tract of whole Coal
to be got which lies between the A and B Pit East
ready for Mothergaits ready for working without delay
Work
– also that which joins it in Jarrow Grange.
The whole Coal between Wade’s Drifts &
the Dyke, to commence working, as also that
at the N. Crane, in the old Stap. W. way
8 xx. a day working out of Dresden, which
at this rate will last 2 mo: but whether it may
be advisable to continue the working will depend
on Circumstances.
Daily Workings
xx.
A Pit, Day – – – 40
Night – – 10 50

B. Pit, Day – – – – – 40
90
r
th
r
Oct . 28 . Met M . P.G. Ellison &
Mr. Th. Wade at the Colliery Fitting Office.
Were obliged to reduce the price of the best
Coals to 26/- No goods nor Materials
to be bought, except for Small Coals, if
possible.
Octr. 30th. Viewed the B Pit. The
Cross-cut in the old Stap. W. Way, noticed
9th. Octr. See last page is holed.
The

found everything going on very well. The
workings between the Dykes in the old Stap.
34 Pill. W. from the Stap: So. Winning Heads.
were finished on the 13th.
Decided not to set through the Dyke to
the N. in the old Stap. far W. Way. This is
the same Dyke that was set through at 34 Pills.
West – it was there a downcast of 18 feet, but
here it is 24. The Tongue of Coal which lies
[Bud-45-4]
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Measures directed on the 16 . Ins . for
working the whole Coal &c. are in
progress, and all matters are in a very
good State. The ventilation is much
improved by the opening of Campbles
Staple to an area of 40 feet.
Nov. 4th. Met Mr. P.G. Ellison
and Th. Wade at the Fitting Office
Nov. 11th. Met the above Gent.
at the fitting office. It was decided
to write a civil Note to Mr. Ellison
and to offer him use of the C Pit
Shaft even ever he may think fit to
avail himself of it.
It was also instructed to give
Mr. Ellison notice of the Company’s
intention to work the Jarrow Grange
Barriers, according to the Deed of
the 1st. Sep. 1820.
Nov. 13th. Not being able to meet
Mr. Easton at Hebburn Colliery, I
wrote him a Letter conveying notice
to the above effect.
Nov. 20th. Viewed the A and
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into Jarrow Grange Barrier, out of the
Rolly-Way headways between the Pits
is now in the 2d. Pillar. It is dipping
a little and has got Water which is
led out in Tubs for the present, but
if it increases a force Pump must
be set.
The working of the Pillars in
Flushing is going on very well.
Dresden District will be finished
about Christmas
Dec. 2d. Mr. Easton called upon me in
Newcastle, and after stating how well Mr.
Ellison was satisfied with the handsome
conduct of the Co. in offering to give up
the C Pit to him, and added that Mr. E.
wished to deal with the Co: in all matters
on the most liberal and amicable footing.
He said that he should expect the Compy.
would put the C Pit Shaft into complete
repair, according to the terms of the Lease
I observed that I thought there was not
much liberality in this at any rate, but told
him that I would request the master Sinker

B, Pits – found all things going on
very well. The Board going W. up

to examine the Shaft, and report his opinion, as to what would be the cost of
repairing here.
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Dec. 4 . Viewed the B Pit Staple Works.
Travelled thro’ the Goaves by the Air Course
from the E. Workings to Dresden. Found
the Air-course in a very good state all as
circumstances considered.
The working of Dresden District is going
on very well, and there seems no doubt of
finishing it off by the end of the years at
latest.
In Algiers there are 9 places
going in the whole Mine – Barriers.
In Flushing all things going on well
The Jenking, winning out the whole
Coal between the Pits in E. of the Jarrow
Grange Barrier, is now 4 Pills. Up & seems
to be entering the whole Coal. This place
has dipped all the way to the W. from this
Rolly-way, and requires 2 Lads in the 24
hours to lead the Water out of it
On reconsideration I think the Coal
between the 24 ft. down cast to the N. and the
Main Dyke, C Pit old Staple will pay
for working i.e it will be worth while to
set over by Sinking a Staple for drawg.
the Coal at, and an Air Stap. the Coals
to be drawn by a Sheave – the Horse going
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out at the end of the Rope. The Cost wd.
be as follows viz.
£
Sinking Coal Stap. 3 Fa. – – – – – 24..0..0
Taking up Level to top of Stap – – – 3..0..0
Drift from bottom of Stap – – – – – 3..0..0
30..0..0
Sinking Air Staple – – – – – – – – 12..0..0
Making Horse-way for Machine &
Setting up Machine – – – – – – 12..0..0
54..0..0
Cost of Machine, and taking
down Pit – – – – – – – –
Dec. 7th. Met the Co. at the Pay, present
Mr. Wade, Mr. P.G. Ellison
Discussed the affairs of the Colliery
Workings last Monthly Pay ending the 2d. Ins.
A Pit – – 1051 xx. – £591..13.. 4
B ditto – 881 – – – 516..19.. 9
2032
£1108..13.. 1
A Pit 10/ 3¼, B Pit 11/ 9 P. xx.
Waste Bargain & Shift Work £212..16..7 P. xx.
Vend
Ch.
Ellison’s and Hebburn, this Pay 3017
Ch.
Formerly – 24486 27,503
Monkton, Formerly – – – – – – – – –
40
Beans & Small this Pay – – 713
Formerly – – 6884 7,597
Total – – – 35,140
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Dec. 4th. Viewed the B Pit Staple
Workings. Examined the situation of the
24 ft. Dyke, W. Way, in the C Pit Stap. Works.
wore the down -Set is to be made for workg.
the Tongue of Coal which lies between the W[est]
and the Main Dyke. From about
50 yards from the Dyke, including a rise
Hitch of 4 ft. there seems to be about 8 ft.
rise of Seam. This taken off the size of
the Dyke 24 ft. leaves 16 ft. to be cut out
A descent of 3 In. P. yard, will cut this
out in 64 yards. – 40 yards of open-cast
and 24 of close Drift will make a downset, up which Ponys will put the Trams
This mode will I think be preferable to
the Staple Plan & will not cost more
Money.
The open-cast and Drift will
scarcely cost 20/- P. yard on the average
The Air Staple estimated to cost
£12 will have to be Sunk for a Return
Decr. 23d. Mr. Ellison gave the Co:
notice, accompanied with a Schedule of
the Materials which he intends to take
at a Valuation on the expiration of the
Colliery Lease.
The following is the Inventory
of the Materials.
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Two pumping Engines on the B Pit,
with Pumps, Spears, Brackets, Clacks, Cribs
Crab-rope, Gin and Rope, with all other
necessary appendages.
The Underground Engine, on the Staple
with all appendages to the same.
The Machine Engine at present on the
A Pit, or any other Engine that may be
placed there before the expiration of the term
The two Staiths with the machinery
for lowering the Waggons, and the Waggon-Ways leading from the A Pit, to both
Staiths.
The Coal Waggons
The Engine for raising fresh Water
for the use of the other Engines.
The Corf Bows with Blacksmiths’ Tools
The Benches and other Tools in
the Wrights’ Shop.
Ten underground Horses, with Pipes
for conveying water to the underground
Stables.
Ten above ground Horses.
Dec. 25th. The Pits lay idle
Dec. 27th. Went to work again.
[Pages 142 & 143 are Blank]
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Jany. 15th. Viewed the B Pit. the opencast at the dip Dyke in the far N.W.
Way, old Staple, that is to say in the
former workings of the C Pit Staple, is
in great forwardness, and will be finished
in 3 or 4 days. The dyke has proved to
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the Plan, and also stake out on the
Ground, all such parts they would
require for their purposes, at the Pits
&c. And as such parts of the Grod.
as were partially damaged he would come
with his Agent, Forster, tomorrow, and

be a down-cast of only 13 feet, instead
of 24 as was expected.
Feb. 3d. At the request of the Co. Mr.
Ellison met the Co. at the fitting office
A conversation took place, to be taken
by Mr. Ellison, and the damaged Grod.
Mutual declarations of desire of
settling all matters amicably were exchanged; and it was agreed that Mr.
Ellison, accompanied by Mr. Easton should
meet Mr. Wade, and myself at the Colly.
next Tuesday morning the 6th. Inst. to
go over the premises, to look at the
damaged Ground &c.
Feb. 6th. Met Mr. Ellison, and Mr.
Easton, at the Colliery, with Mr. Wade
to look at the damaged Ground.
After looking at the ground damaged by the several Pits, Waggon Ways
Pitmen’s Houses, Gardens, Ponds &c. Mr.
Ellison said they would mark out on

mark out as much of it as he thought
requisite, and would offer it to the Co.
at a Rent for one Year, to allow them
the opportunity of restoring it, which they
could not possibly do against May.
Mr. Easton expects the Co. to
repair i.e. to allow the estimated Sum
which the repair of the C Pit Shaft
will cost. The Estimate is £75. exclusive of the two bottom Lengths of
Brattice, and the walling at the bottom
of the Shaft. He is willing to accept
£100 for the whole. After a little consideration we agreed to allow the £100.
Feb. 19th. Met Messrs. Ellison, and
Forster at the Colliery – too much Snow
on the Ground, to allow them to mark
out that part of the damaged Ground
which they would reguire.
Feb. 26th. Viewed the B Pit, fixed
on the mode of getting the Water
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out of the Cats – A – District in
the Staple Workings, and of working
the Coal in that district.
Have got the new Cylinder put
into the A Pit Machine which is a
great improvement.
Met Messrs. Wade and P.G. Ellison
at the fitting Office on the 20th. Feb. Inst.
to examine the general Accots. for the year
The selling price of the Coals
for the year 1826 has arranged 26/ 3 P. Ch.
The Loss by freighting during
the year was – – – – – – –
1666..19.. 5
Given to Captains – – – – – – – – 112.. 3.. 6
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Monday 5th. March Viewed the B
Pit W. Way – the ^<Coal> down the 16 ft. Trouble
through the new open-cast, is turning
out very well, the Heads. Drifts are
now 26 yards into it, without any appearance of the main Dyke.
The Coal against the W. Barrier
next So. Hebburn (Walker) is also turning
out very well.
All things going on well in
the several Workings. The most of the
Pipes for the force-pump, for getting the
Water out of the Cats’ A – District
have been got down the Pit.

Allowances to Ships – – – – – – – 840..11.. –
Loss by upholding Freights – – – 409.. 8..10
Allowances to Ships – – – – – – 3398.. 8.. 9
£6427..11.. 6
d
r
Satdy. 3 . Mar: Met M . P.G. Ellison
and Mr. Th. Wade at the Fitting office –
the Balce. against the Colly. at the Bank
being reduced to under £1500.
We agreed to request the Bankers to
allow us to draw as much money as
would repay the Advance of £200 a Shaft
made by the Partners last Mar. Mr.
P.G. Ellison to make this request at the
Bank next Monday.

The duration of Dresden District
has been prolonged, by a piece of Coal, the
lining of a Trouble, but it will not now
last more than about 3 Weeks
March 10th. Received a Cheque on
the Bank from Noble for £800 being
the Amot. of the Mrs. Peareth’s Advance
of £800 on the 27th. March 1827 with
Interest. Gave this Cheque to the
Mrs. Peareths at their house in New
castle.
March 17th. Mr. Easton informed
me that Mr. Ellison did not wish
the Company to bind any Men for
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him at the ensuing Binding which
is to be on the 24th. Inst. as they only
wanted about 50 Men, which he wd.
engage himself
March 19th. Viewed the B Pit E.
Way, in the Dresden, and Flushing Districts. Dresden is just finishing &
cannot last more than eight days, –
the Coal has been got very clean off
in this District
In Flushing every thing is
going on very well, the Roof is
good – the Walls are got clean off
and the Coals are good.
Mar. 23d. Finished Dresden District
Mar. 24th. Called the Binding
and bound 113 Hewers, until the
30th. June. Mr. Easton bound
51 Hewers for Mr. Ellison.
March 31st. Drew the Engine Pumps
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April 7 . N . 4
Shaft Bill – – £82.. 4..2
Waste do. – 14..14..0
Bargain – – – 4.. 5..0
£101.. 3..2
= 1/ 10½ P. xx.
Wages as Settled at the last Binding
First Overman – 28/- P. Week
Second do. – 26/do.
Deputies do. – 23/do.
2 Overmen allowed 2/- P. Week each
for going down the Pit, on the Dundy.
mornings. No prequisets beyond
their Wages.
When required the Deputies go
down the Pits on the Sunday Nights
for which they are paid 3/ 6.
Monday 9th. April Viewed the B Pit
found the whole Coal both up against
the W. / So. Hebb. / Boundary, and between
the Drifts very clean, and free from

out of the Dresden Stap. and begun
to take down the Engine.
No. ¼ April 7th. Workings this Fortt.
A Pit – – 623 xx. – £301.. 7.. 9
B – – 455 – – – 267..12.. 1
1078
£568..19..10
A Pit 9/ 10, B Pit 11/ 9 P. xx.

Hitches, and working very well
Are getting the materials of the
Dresden Engine Sent to bank as fast
as convenient
Thursday 12th. April Met the Company
at the Colliery – present Messrs. Wade and
P.G. Ellison.
Monday 23d. April Viewed the A Pit
fixed the manner of proceeding in working
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the piece of wole Coal, on the E. Side
of the Standage between the two Pits
Met Mr. Wade at Colliery
Monday 7th. May Viewed the B Pit
Staple workings. – the whole Coal being
all wrot. off in the middle W. Way, fixed
the quantity of Pillars to be left, to
protect the Rolly way to the West.
The Workings all in a very good
state – the pump in the Click him in
Way is just ready to Start.
Mr. Wade at the Colliery, Mr.
Forster attended on the part of Mr. Ellison
to desire us to rail off the damaged
Ground, as he did not intend the Co.
should have any Grass Land, to departn.
their horses on. This was so contrary
to Mr. Ellison’s professions, that we
determined to remonstrate, and to request to be accommodated with the
Water Side field, the Paddock before the
public house, and the A & B Pit
Fields. Mr. Wade to write him
accordingly.
Monday 14th. May Made the
following rough Estimate of the probable
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Nath. Ellison & Sent to him in
London.
£
Underground Engine B Pit – – – – – – – – – 1000
A Pit Machine Engine – – – – – – – – – – – 700
The two Staiths, and w.way from
A Pit, leading to the same – –
– – – – 1600
25 Coal, waggons – – – – – – – – – – – – – 300
The fresh water Engine – – – – – – – – – – – 150
The Corf Bowes & Smiths Tools– – – – – – – 250
The Benshes &c. in the Wrights Shop– – – – 10
Ten Underground & 10 above Grod. Horses – 400
Pipes fresh,water Cisterns &c. in.
underground Stables, &c – – –
– – – – – 100
The two pumping Engines on the B set – – 5000
Total to be taken by Mr. Ellison – – £9510
Sundry materials above & below Ground
At a Pit – – – – – – – – – – – – – £500
Ditto B Pit – – – – – – – – – – – – 250
B Pit Machine – – – – – – – – – – 500
Cast Iron wagg. Way – – – – – – – 350
Other W.way & Branches – – – –
70
C Pit Machine – – – – – – – – – – 280
Sundries at Storehouse & Raff yd. 150
Sundry loose Materials – – – – – – 100
60 Horses – – – – – – – – – – – – 1200

Value of the Colliery Stock, for Mr.

Loay-going Crop, suppose – – – – 600
4000
£
£13,510
Deduct the expence of taking
600
the materials out of the Pits sorting
them for sale expence of sale &c.
Damage of Ground – – – – – – – 2000
2,600
Net Surplus to the Co. – – – – – – – £10900
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Monday 14th. May Viewed the A Pit
the working of the whole Coal in the
E. Way, between the Pits, next the
Engine Standage is going on as well
as possible.
The working of the Flashing Coal
is also going on very well that is
the Flushing Pillars – 2 Pillars to be
left the Dresden Engine Chimney.
Have begun to pump the Water
out of the Click-him in Way.
Mr. Wade at the Colliery.
r
M . Forster waited upon us in consequence of a Letter he had received
from Mr. Ellison, to say that he complied with the wishes of the Co: respectg.
the Grass Land, and directing Forster to
arrange the terms with them. The
only Stipulation he makes is that the
Horses shall not be Kept on the Land
beyond the 12th. Nov:
The Water-Side field, the Paddock
before the Public-house, and the A &
B, Pit fields are the parts of the Farm
to be taken by the Co: The Rent to be
£3 P. acre for all except that part of the
A Pit field which was intended for
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Satdy. 19th. May The Company made
a Dividend – recd. a Check for Mrs.
Peareths’ Share £800, which I gave to
them in Newcastle
Monday 21st. May Viewed the B Pit,
in the Old Staple E. Way – found every
thing in good order. The force Pump
in the “Click him in” Way is in full
work, the Algiers Water having tapped by the Bore-rods through the
Trouble, and let down ^<to> the click-himin Pump. A great deal of Foulness
comes off with the Water – the Davys
are filled with fire in the face of the
boring Board
Monday 28th. May Viewed the B Pit
Old Staple, W. Way. – the workings between the Dykes are in a very good state
and producing excellent Coals.
The pump in the click-him-in Way
has made little impression on the Water
yet, apparently, altho’ it is Kept going
night and day by 12 men – 4 at a
time, who work 8 hours. Two men
work the pump, and they are relieved
by the other 2 at the end of 5 minutes
i.e. they spell each other every 5 min:

meadow, and this is to be £6 P. acre.

Found the Ventilation good and the
Pit in good condition
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Thursday 7 . June Met Mess . P.G.
Ellison, and Th. Wade at the Colliery
and discussed various matters relative
to the quitting of the Colliery &c. on
the 30th. Inst.
Wrot. in the Fortnights’ Pay No. 1/6
ending the 2d. Inst.
A Pit – – 642 – – – £323..19.. –
B – – 444 – – – 269..17.. 3
1086
£593..16.. 3
Waste Work – 14..17..0
Shaft do. – – 66..16..8
Bargain – – – 4.. 5..0
£ s. d.
£85..18..8 P. xx. 0.. 1.. 7
Overmen’s Bills – – – – – – – – – 0..10..11¼
£0..12.. 6¼
The trade has been very slack for some
time past, in consequence of which, above
270 Keels of best Coals have accumulated
at the Pits.
Satdy. 9th. June Saw Mr. Easton in
Newcastle – he proposes to take a part
of the underground Bogies, at a Valuatn
– except the wheels, which he wishes to be
considered as old Metal. The reason for
this is, that he intends, to use edge
Rails, and Flange wheels.
[Bud-45-4]
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Monday 11 . June Viewed the B, Pit
Staple Workings. In the far W. Way,
next the Walker So. Hebburn Workings,
and between the Hitch, and the main
Dyke. A great number of worm
Hitches and dany runners have put
in, within the last few days in those
Workings, which have injured the Coal
very much; but these seem to be just
about as much of it left, as will last
our time – to the 30th. Inst.
In the click-him-in Way, the
Water is not yet drawn down to the
level of the bore-hole, altho’ the pump
has been Kept constantly going. The Water
is lowered about 3 ft. perpendicular, on
the Algiers / East / Side of the Trouble
The A Pit laid idle this morng.
by the So. Side vertical plane of the
Machine rope Roll breaking. Got it
repaired during the day, so as to be
ready for Work in the morning.
Satdy. 16th. June Met Mr. Easton in
Newcastle, who agreed to take the
Trams as well as the underground Rollies
at a Valuation, the wheels to be considd.
as old Metal.
Met Messrs. P.G. Ellison & Th. Wade
at the fitting office, who sanctioned the
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foregoing arrangement with Mr. Easton
and authorized me to write him, to
say that the Company accept his
offer.
Monday 18th. June Viewed the A Pit
Workings, in the Jarrow Grange Barrier &c. between the Pits, and also
in Flushing. Everything is going
on very well in those Workings, and
there is just about, as much ready
Coal, as will last ‘till the 30th. Inst.
The Water on the Click-him-in
District, is just drawn down to the
level of the Bore-hole, or more properly speaking the Water on the Algiers
side of the Hitch, is nearly run off, to
the level of the Bore-hole.
Thursday 21st. June Met Mr. P.G. Ellison
and Th. Wade at the Colliery, and looked
over the damaged Ground about the Pits &
Discussed various matters relative to the
Valuation of the Stock, and the Sale of the
Horses, and Materials which Mr. Ellison
does not take. John Robinson of Percymain is appointed to value the Stock on this
Part of the Company, and Douglas for
Mr. Ellison. We dined together at the
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Colliery for the last time
No. 6. June 16th. 1827 Workings &c.
this Month xx.
A Pit – – 1191 – – £622..1..4
B – – – 856 – – 527..3..3
2047
£1149..4..7
Waste Bill – 30..0..0
Shaft – – – 133..2..2
Bargain – – 9..6..0
£172..8..2
A Pit 10/ 5½, B Pit 12/ 3¾, Shift &c. 1/ 8 P. xx.
Vend
Ellison-main & Hebb.
this Pay – – – –
873
Ch.
Formerly – – – – 214,045 14,918
Beans & Small this Pay – 968
Formerly – – – – 10,067 11,035
Total – – – 25,953
Amount of Months Pay Bill £2260..1..3
Monday 25th. June Viewed the B Pit
The Water from Algiers is now all
run off to the level of the hole out
of the Click-him-in District, and all
the Tram-plates have been got out to
the tail of the Water. There are still
4 Boards under Water, in the Algiers’
District, but there is not now time
to get it out before the 30th. Inst.
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The Coal in the far W. Way, and between the Troubles is getting very bad
in consequence of being very much intersected with danty runners and worm
Hitches; but it will last ‘till the 30th.
Inst.
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A Pit brot. forward – – – – – – – – – – – – 60
B Pit.
Men
N.W. Way from the Staple – – – 6
Barrier from So. Way Ens – – – 8
From End of ditto into Algiers – 8
Click-him-in Way – – – – – – – 4

As next Satdy. The 30th. Inst. will
be the last day of Coal-work for the
Company, and as Mr. Ellison does not
mean to take any of the underground
Rolly-way, we must lose no time
in getting it, and the Tram-way Plates
taken out of the Pits. This business
must commence on Monday Morng.
the 2d. July, and be pursued Night and
day ‘till finished. A Week will I expect complete it.
The following Number of Men &c.
may be occupied in this business. viz,
A Pit
Men
In the So. W. from the Shaft 4 P. Shift
Barrier Way – – – – – – – – – 8
From barrier Way End to
Newton’s door – – – –
–– 2
From Newton’s Door to Flushg. 6
3 Shifts in 24 Hours – – – – – – 20 X 3 = 60
5 Horses 2 Shifts = 10 Horses

18 X 3 = 54
6 Horses 2 Shifts = 12 Horses
114
Breakmen at Staple – – – 2
B Pit. Ditto at Bank – – – – – – 2
Bankmen at Stap. – – – – 4
Ditto at Bank – – – – – – 4
12
Brakemen – – – – – – – – 2
A Pit. Bankmen – – – – – – – – 4
6
Sorting Plates Ballast Wagg: &c. – – – 12
144
Off-hand Men on the Colliery viz
Overmen – – – 4
Deputies – – – 4
Plate layers – 3
inspector – – – 2
Wastemen – – 6
Shifters – – – 26
45
As many Lads as Horses will be employed
in taking the Materials out of the Pits
In case the Company should have to
work the pumping Engines at their own
cost during the time the Rolly-ways &c.
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are being taken out of the Pits the
expence P. Week will be as follows viz.
Weekly expence of working the B Pit
pumping Engines. viz.
3 Plugmen each – at 18/- £2..14..0
4 Firemen – – – – – 14/- 2..16..0
Engine Wrights – – – – – 2.. 8.. –
£7..18..0
Buckets &c. – – – – – – – 2.. 2..0
£10.. 0..0
Prices and Wages paid by the Lessers
of Hebburn Colliery, at the time their
Lease expired 30th. June 1827.
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Drivers Wages 1/ 4, Trappers 10d. P. day
1st. Overman 28/- – 2d. Ditto 26/- and
Deputies 23/- P. Week. Going down the
Pit on the Sunday Morning 2 Men,
each 2/- P. Week.
Plate-layers 19/- P. Week – 8 Hours
to the day’s Work, but they go down the
Pit every Sunday Night if required.
Corving A Pit 9d., B, 10d. P. xx. – Stones
and Rubbish the same price.
Small Corves 5d. A Peck – drawing the
Stable Dung 20/- a Month.
Horsekeepers 17/- P. Week B Pit – 15/ 6

Herrington in the whole with a
20 Peck Corf, including
5 s/ 9d
With
Ramble and double Working
Separation
Ditto – in the Broken – – – – – – 5/ 3
Ditto – Small, in the whole – – – 2/ 9
Ditto – Broken – – – – – – – – – 2/ 6
Putting through Metal Ridges
Boards – – – – 5/Headwayses – 2/ 6

the A Pit for 12 Horses.
Onsetters 1¾ P. xx.
Inspectors 16/- P. Week.
Making and repairing Rollies and
keeping Rolly-ways in repair 1½ d. P. xx.
Cranemen 2/- to 2/ 4 P. day
Sledging out with Horses 3d. P. xx.
Banking Ditto – – at Nights – – – 3½
Ditto – – Rubbish – – – 7
Stick Odds 1/- Changing Corves 2/- P. day
Furnace Keeping 15/- P. Week A Pit – 19/- B.
The Underground Engine Men 21/- P. Week
and 3/ 6 P. Week between them for cleaning
Boilers and graithing.
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22 . March 1827. Copy, Case with M .
Williamson’s opinion on certain arising
on the Expiration of the Lease of Hebburn Colliery
The Lease under which the present Lessees
of Hebburn Colliery hold that Colliery will
expire on the 30th. June next.
The following are the Clauses in the
Lease relating to the Lessees giving up Possession
to their Lessor
“That the Lessees shall and
“will at the end or other sooner determina“tion of the Term peaceably and quietly yield
“and deliver up to the Lessor all and singular
“the Premises thereby demised with all the
“Buildings thereupon erected of Stone or Brick
“in good repair and also all the Pits free of
“and upstanding wherein there shall remain
“any whole Coal Walls or Pillars capable of
“being wrought” And the Lessor agrees – “Then
“they the said Lessees having paid their [Dues]
“&c. may have power at any time or times
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“other Engines (except all Erections of Stone or Brick)
“Ropes Rollers and other Materials of and belong“ingto the Colliery And also the Rails Sleeper
“sand other materials of the waggon ways remain“ing upon the demised Premises (Except such
“parts thereof as the Lessor should have agreed
“to purchase under a Condition therein
“contained for that purpose)
There are under Ground in the Pits Waggon
ways Rolly ways and a variety of Materials
and Implements which the Lessor has
not signified his intention to purchase
– The Lessees propose to work Coals up to
the 30th. of June next and to use their
Waggon Ways underground up to that day
and to dispose of and remove the same and
all other Materials at such time within the
15 months as they may find most advantageous.
Mr. Easton (Agent to the Lessor) has
intimated that he will expect the Pits
to be given up on the 1st. July next clear and

“within the space of 15 Calendar months
“after the end or other sooner determination
“of the said Demise to take lead and c[arry]
“away along the Waggon ways All the then
“wrought And also within the sais space of
“time to take lead and carry away All and
“the Gins and Engines for drawing Coals and

free from all Waggon Ways and other articles
the property of the Lessees so that the Lessor
may be enabled immediately to lay new Waggon Ways underground – In short Mr. Easton
expects that on the 1st. July then shall not
be any Article underground the property of the
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Lessees – On the other hand the Lessees say
that if we think proper we will not remove
our materials out of the Pits except so as to
accomplish that work by the expiration of
the above 15 Months and that during this period
we will descend the Pits for the purpose of removing our materials whenever we may judge
right – And the Lessees are informed by
practical men that in doing this they will
not commit a breach of their Covenant relating
to leaving the Pits free open and upstanding.
Mr. Williamson is requested on the part
of the Lessees to advise on the points above referred
to –
Copy opinion
I am of the opinion that the Lessees
are entitled to work Coals up to the 30th. of
June next and that they may use their
Railways underground up to that day as
I think they are entitled to dispose of and
remove the Materials of such railways and
all other materials belonging to them (and not
purchased by the Lessor) at any time within
15 calendar months after the end of their Lease
as they may think most advantageous and
that they may for that purpose descend the
Pits at all reasonable times during that period
I am however of opinion that it is not in-
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ground rail-ways to remain in their present
position but that after the 30th. June He
will be justified in removing the materials
of these rail-ways and depositing them in
some convenient part of the mine so as to
enable himself to lay a new rail-way and
otherwise carry on the necessary operations
of the Colliery – It also appears to me very doubtfull whether the Lesees after having removed
their own machinery from the Premises
will be entitled to the use of the machinery
of the Lessor for enabling them to descend the
Pits and removing such of the materials
belonging to themselves as then remain
underground –
Ptt Hopper Williamson
NCastle 22nd. March 1827
Hebburn Fitting Office 30th. June 1827
Mr. J. Clayton, and Mr. Easton, met Mr. P.G. Ellison
r
M . T. Wade & Mr. Buddle to discuss various points
relative to the giving up the possession
of the Colliery &c.
It was agreed that the Valuation of
the Colliery Stock should commence on
Monday next the 2nd. July.

cumbant upon the Lessor to suffer these under
[Bud-45-4]
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That the pumping and Machine Engn.
should be wrought at the expence and risk
of the Co. while the underground Materials
were been taken out of the Pits, which is
expected to be done in a week.
Mr. Easton complains of the insufficiency of the Water course from the C
Pit, and of the delivery Drift. I contend
that the water-course is sufficient, and
that the timber of the Delivery drift
will be repaired so as to put it into tenan
table repair Mr. Easton questions its sufficiency in point of size. I object to enlarging of it on the ground of it having
been sufficient for its object for 25 years
It was agreed in the event of Mr.
Easton and myself not being able to agree
on these points, we should submit the
dicision of them to a third person.
It was agreed that Mr. Easton should select the Horses which he may require for
Mr. Ellison’s use, to be taken at a Valuation
and that the undergd. Horses need not be
drawn to Bank.
Mr. Ellison to take 6 underground cranes
and underground Stables, Water-pipes
Cisterns, Corn chests &c. at a Valuation.
With respect to the Workmans Houses
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it was understood that the yielding up the
quiet possession of them should rest with
the Lessees; but that Mr. Ellison should grant
all possible indulgence as to time for allowing
the people to provide themselves with employment & Houses elsewhere. The Lessees not to be
driven to the necessity of winning them out
of their houses by force, if such extremity
can possibly be avoided –
Mr. Clark to occupy his House as long as
may be requisite, the Co. paying rent for the
same
Mr. Ellison to be accommodated with the
use of the fitting Office, when he may require it.
The Lessees to be accommodated with Stabling
for the Horses they may require for leading
away their Coals &c. Mr. Ellison to have small
Coals for working the Engine paying market
prices for them
Saturday 7th. July, The Rolly-way Plates
and Materials having been got out
of the Pits, Mr. Easton took possession
of them, and the pumping Engines, on
Mr. Ellison’s Account this morning.
John Robinson, on the part of the
Co: and Douglass on the part of Mr.
Ellison commenced the Valuation of the
Engines, &c. to be taken by Mr. Ellison
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on Monday last the 2 . Ins .
Satdy. 4th. Augt. Met Mr. Ellison in
Newcastle, and asked him, by desire of
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also be allowed to decide whether the Compy.
were entitled to be paid for the Shaft
Brattices.

the Company, if he would ask a Sum
for the damage Ground, and the Co.
would endeavour to meet his wishes
and thereby avoid the trouble, and
delay of a reference.
Mr. Ellison said he had no
objection to do this, but referred me
to Mr. Easton.
I saw Mr. Easton who informed me that Mr. Ellison, had no
objection to ask a Sum for the damaged
Ground, but first wished to have the
question as to whether the Co: were liable
to make an allowance for putting the
Delivery Drift, and the Water-course
from the C Pit, into better State of
repair
Mr. Easton, and I agreed that
we had better leave these points to the
decision of an indifferent Person, and
Mr. Hill, and Geo: Johnson were named
Mr. Easton could not however Agree to
this without Mr. Ellison’s permission.
I requested that the Referee might
[Bud-45-4]
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the Colliery, on Monday the 5th. Nov: to
endeavour to form an Estimate, and
opinion of the amount we should offer
Mr. Ellison, as a full compensation for
the Ground damaged by the Company.
[Pages 171 to end of Volume Blank]
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Friday 10th. Augt. Recd. a Letter from
Mr. Easton to say that Mr. Ellison was
willing to leave the question respecting the
Delivery Drift, and the C Pit Water-course
either to Mr. Hill, or Johnson; but that he
would not leave the question respecting the
Brattice in the Shafts to reference, as he
claimes them under the terms of the Lease.
Satdy. 11th. Augt. Laid the above Letter before the Company i.e Mr. P.G. Ellison
and Mr. Th. Wade at the fitting Office.
A few days to be taken to consider the
business.
Satdy. 27th. Octr. Mr. John Clayton
and Mr. Easton, met Mr. Wade, Mr.
P.G. Ellison, and myself, by appointt.
at the Fitting Office, on the Subject of
the damaged Ground. They stated it
to be Mr. Ellison’s wish that the Compy.
should make him an offer of a lump –
Sum, in Satisfaction of the whole quantity
of damaged Ground. This we consented to
do, and it was fixed that Mr. Wade
Should meet Mr. Dunn, and myself at

